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At the service of the beauty sector for over forty years, MÜSTER e DIKSON

SERVICE is a dynamic company, whose research schemes, manufacturing

programs and behavioral approach are designed to provide an increasingly

effective service, as well as a premium-quality product range.

Relying on modern production facilities, organized over 6 sites across a total

indoor area of 50,000 m2,  this highly-structured and active organization is

distinguished by a capillary management of the workload ensuring total integrity

and rapidity.

Established in Italy, where it is still based and meets with high customer

approval, the company operates also on an international level, exporting to

over 60 countries worldwide. These characteristics, as well as a dynamic sales

organization and capillary distribution, make MÜSTER e DIKSON SERVICE a

real cornerstone in the beauty industry.

TOOLS DIVISION
Consulting the catalogue
Most articles are packaged individually, as shown below.
Packages other than those shown cannot be requested.

SC
box

BL
blister

BLC
blister with bar code

BS
semi-rigid plastic packet

CV
header polybag

SH
plastic bag

SF
loose - unpacked article

SFC
loose - unpacked article 

with bar code

SHC
plastic bag with bar code

CVC
header polybag and bar code

BSC
semi-rigid plastic packet 

with bar code

SCC
box with bar code

WARNING. Müster e Dikson Service S.p.a. reserves the right, without prior notice, to remove any article shown in this catalogue, or to replace it with others having the same general features and quality.
Exact color matching of articles cannot be guaranteed. 

Where applicable, articles can be supplied in various types of packaging. Therefore several codes could appear
after the article number.

EXAMPLE Art 31309 ( CV - CVC ) 

article number packaged in header
polybag

the article is also available packaged
in header polybag and bar code

ATTENTION. Some article could show several types of packaging. In this case, you have to choose your preferred one.
If no selection is made, the first code after the article number in the catalogue will be used
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beauty division

FACE young and luminous

Face Studio + Unique
H.F. Synthesis
iFace

DEPY sweet and delicate

Synergy
Epylab
Quickly Plus
Mixing Advantage
Complex
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8
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24
26
27
28

BODY beauty and harmony

Optima
Body Kiss
Well &Tonic
Soft & Solve
Modeling
Benexere
Beauty Reducer
Body Sculpture
Beauty Partner
Perfect Beauty
Check In

34
37
40
45
48
50
53
56
60
63
66

S & J 8F
Reducer
Digital 9030
Digital Press
Press Tonic
Tone Up
Thermal 5
PowerTone
Physio-sauna
Thermal blanket
Accessories

70
71
72
74
76
78
79
80

82
83

EQUIPMENT new look for professional Institutes

TOOLS instruments for a special activity

Comby 5 + Comby 8
Ultrasonic
Accessories

10
14
15

Flash-Bend
Accessories
Waxes
Wax-heater

30
31
88
92

Sterilizers
Nail dryer
Lens
Vaporizer
Burs

95
96
97
100
102

Pododense
Massage bed
Trolley
Stool
Chromotherapy

103
104
113
115
154

Cuticle/nail scissors
Cuticle/nail clippers
Tweezers
Files

118
122
128
130

Gouges
Disposable
Uniforms

136
142
152
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Face Progress Unique and Face Studio

Art. 9075 Face Studio
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beauty division

2 face kits giving the aesthetic operator the
opportunity to choose from a wide range of
treatments.

Art. 9089 Unique

Large tilt-out laundry hamper with
cosmetics area.

Spacious drawer for accessory or 
ready-to-use materials.

Power outlet for the appliance and the
auxiliary unit.

Suitable to host the self-illuminating
magnifying lamp.
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Face Progress Unique
25KHz Ultrasound with blade applicator (only for Unique)
By profiting of the pulsed action of the ultrasound waves determining the
afflux of blood to the capillaries which are involved in treatment
(engorgement), it stimulates local circulation. Cellular turnover is accelerated,
thereby hydrating skin which will appear more elastic, shiny and silky smooth
to the touch.
By inverting the biodynamic integrated current flow it favours the absorption
and the proper spreading of the cosmetic products.

10 programs subdivided into 3 working stages and 4 treatments specifically
studied to satisfy different treatment needs:
PROGR. 1 Face cleansing: deep peeling + hyper relaxing massage and
vehiculation + vibro-massage.
PROGR. 2 Dehydrated skin: medium peeling + hyper relaxing massage and
vehiculation + stimulating vibro-massage.
PROGR. 3 Oily skin: peeling + hyper relaxing massage and vehiculation +
drainage vibro-massage.
PROGR. 4 Dry skin (lifeless skin): deep peeling + stimulating vibro-massage
+ hyper relaxing massage.
PROGR. 5 Aging skin (engorgement): deep peeling + stimulating 
vibro-massage + hyper relaxing massage.
PROGR. 6 Neck and shoulders: medium peeling + hyper relaxing massage
+ vehiculation .
PROGR. 7 Skin spots: medium peeling + hyper relaxing massage and
vehiculation + stimulating vibro-massage and vehiculation.
PROGR. 8 Biodynamic tissue toning up: medium peeling + hyper relaxing
massage + vibro-stimulating massage and vehiculation.
PROGR. 9 Tissue toning up: intense peeling - electrostimulation - drainage.
PROGR. 10 Drainage stimulation: intense peeling - lifting + drainage.

Specific treatments
- Light peeling.
- Medium peeling.
- Intense peeling.
- Galvanic currents (vehiculation).

3MHz Ultrasound with cylindrical applicator (only for Unique)
3MHz ultrasounds help:
- to improve the surface microcirculation and to increase the tissue
oxygenation;
- to increase the cellular permeability in order to favor the chemical and
enzymatic reactions;
- to increase the moisturizing action thanks to the osmotic phenomena
activated by the positive effect of the ultrasound wave;
- the mechanical effect of the micro massage;
- the heat effect thanks to the temperature change;
- the chemical effect thanks to the nourishing substance migration, as well as
the excess substance elimination. 

Micro Skin Scraping off - Soft Scrub (only for Unique)
Soft Scrub, or mechanical peeling, is an innovative, safe and simple method to
perform the following treatments:
- removal of dead cells;
- skin thickening reduction and cosmetic product absorption improvement;
- removal of small surface comedos;
- bleaching of surface skin spots caused by acne;
- skin smoothing with small surface cavity removal; preparation of skin to
stretch mark treatments aimed at improving the blemish.
By using a specific handpiece with proper heads having three different
scraping off gradients, skin is treated by lightly pressing on it based on the
treatment to be carried out.

2-6 Face studio-Unique:Layout 1  8-09-2010  16:58  Pagina 4



Micro-iono function
Accelerates the action of cosmetic substances applied, improving penetration
and effectiveness.
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beauty division

Brush function 
Removes impurities and dead cells from the epidermis, leaving it visibly
smoother and more luminous. There are three brush rotation modes:
clockwise rotation - anti-clockwise rotation - automatic rotation in both
directions.

Descaling function
Extracts impurities from the epidermis, leaving the skin lighter and silkier and
preparing it to receive cosmetic products, thus improving their effectiveness.

Face Progress Unique e Face Studio Thermo 
By profiting of the positive action of heat, it produces a delicate and local
engorgement favoring the absorption of specific cosmetic substances.

Air Massage function 
A rhythmic and rapid succession of sucking and compressing movements,
delivered through special crystal cups, which develops a draining micro-
massage and increases the skin’s surface circulation.

High Frequency function
Uses micro-pulses to perform a beneficial micro-massage which reactivates
the skin’s surface circulation and carries out an antiseptic function.

Moisturizing Control function
To test the skin’s moisturizing level.
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Accessories for Unique and Face Studio [pages 15-19]
1 pc. art. 9720 - Bristle brush - hard ø 40mm.
2 pcs. art. 9721 - Goat hair brush - soft ø 40mm.
1 pc. art. 9722 - Goat hair brush - soft ø 20mm.
1 pc. art. 9723 - Bristle brush - hard ø 20mm.
1 pc. art. 9728 - Sponge disk ø 40mm.
1 pc. art. 9840 - Brush-holder handpiece, with Plug In-type plug
3 pcs. art. 9771 - Sponge-coated plate electrode, with clip-type fitting and
adapter, size 60x80H mm.

1 pc. art. 9772 - Adjustable elastic band, size 40x10H cm.
3 pcs. art. 9816 - 260g conductive gel.
5 pcs. art. 9741 - 4 single-patient adhesive electrodes, size 35x45mm.
2 pcs. art. 9716 - Quickfit connecting tube for the Air Massage function.
2 pcs. art. 9711 - Bell for the Air Massage function ø 40mm.
2 pcs. art. 9712 - Bell for the Air Massage function ø 30mm.
2 pcs. art. 9713 - Bell for the Air Massage function, flattened type.
2 pcs. art. 9860 - Bell for the Air Massage function ø 15mm.
1 pc. art. 9835 - HF electronic handpiece with power adjustment function.
3 pcs. art. 9784N - Adapter for plate electrode.
1 pc. art. 9701 - Onion electrode. 
1 pc. art. 9702 - Small onion electrode. 
1 pc. art. 9706 - Neck electrode.
1 pc. art. 9707 - Roll electrode. 
1 pc. art. 9947 - Bipolar cable for Iono & Descaling functions with positive
and negative plugs ø 4mm and Plug In-type plug.

1 pc. art. 9948 - Bipolar cable for Stimulation function with female positive
and negative plug ø 4mm and Plug In-type plug.

1 pc. art. 9949 - Cable for Hydro Test with male positive and negative plug
ø 4mm and Plug In-type plug.

1 pc. art. 9950 - Handpiece for Hydro Test.
1 pc. art. 9951 - Handpiece for Stimol function with positive plug ø 4mm.
1 pc. art. 9952 - Handpiece for Stimol function with negative plug ø 4mm.
1 pc. art. 9953 - Handpiece for Soft Stimol function with negative and
positive plugs ø 4mm.

1 pc. art. 9954 - Handpiece for Iono & Descaling functions with negative
and positive plugs ø 4mm.

1 pc. art. 9955 - Cylinder pointer for Descaling function.
1 pc. art. 9956 - Roll pointer for Micro-Iono function.
1 pc. art. 9957 - Plate pointer for Hydro Test.
3 pcs. art. 9958 - Ball pointer for Micro-Iono function, wrinkles and small
surface cavities.

Accessories for Unique [pages 15-19]
1 pc. art. 9832 - Ultrasound handpiece with blade delivery head.
1 pc. art. 9934 - Ultrasound handpiece with cylinder delivery head.
1 pc. art. 9727 - Pedal drive.
1 pc. art. 9759 - Unipolar cable for connecting the plate electrode.
1 pc. art. 9935 - Abrasive head-holder handpiece.
1 pc. art. 9936S - Abrasive head, fine finish, complete with filter.
1 pc. art. 9937S - Abrasive head, medium finish, complete with filter.
1 pc. art. 9938S - Abrasive head, coarse finish, complete with filter.
1 pc. art. 9939S - Rubberized head for massage.
1 pc. art. 9941 - Quickfit connecting tube for suction and skin scraping off
function.

Accessories for Face Studio [pages 15-19]
1 pc. art. 9714 - Quickfit connecting tube for the Spray function.
2 pcs. art. 9717 - Container with spray nozzle.
1 pc. art. 9715 - Quickfit connecting tube for the Vacuum function. With
anti-impurities filter.

1 pc. art. 9709 - Comedo extraction canula, with little hole.
1 pc. art. 9710 - Comedo extraction canula, with large hole.
1 pc. art. 9842 - Thermo handpiece.

Face Progress Unique e Face Studio
Stimol function
Uses different types of waves to obtain maximum muscle reactivation and
avoid muscle relaxation. A differentiated electro-stimulation system allows to
work exactly where muscle toning and skin appearance improvement are
required.
This effect is combined with an electro-lymphatic drainage, which, together
with involuntary muscle contraction, allows to achieve remarkable skin
improvement (lifting effect) as well as increased muscle tone.

Face Progress Face Studio
Spray (only for Face Studio)
Spray nozzle for toners and similar
products.

Vacuum (only for Face
Studio)
Extracts comedos, thereby avoiding
their manual removal.

Options for Unique and Face Studio [pages 15-19]

1 pc. art. 9725  - Bristle brush - hard ø 100 mm.
1 pc. art. 9726  - Bristle brush - hard ø 70 mm.
1 pc. art. 9703 - Comb electrode.
1 pc. art. 9704 - Saturator electrode.
1 pc. art. 9705 - Shocking electrode, curved.
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HF Synthesis

Art. 9113

Art. 9701 - Onion electrode (01) Art. 9705 - Shocking electrode (05)
Art. 9702 - Small onion electrode (02) Art. 9706 - Neck electrode (06)
Art. 9703 - Comb electrode (03) Art. 9707 - Roll electrode (07)
Art. 9704 - Saturator electrode (04)

Professional kit for High Frequency (H.F.) treatments complete with:
1 pc. art. 99156 - Handpiece with power adjustment function
1 pc. art. 99160 - Anti-shock travel suitcase
1 pc. art. 99156 - Unit for connection to the mains supply
1 pc. art. 9701 - Ball electrode (01)
1 pc. art. 9702 - Small ball electrode (02)

Art. 99156 - HF handpiece with power adjustment
function, for the following appliances: 9049/E - 9065 -
9075 - 9089
230V ~ 50 Hz - 17W

030201 04 06 0705

Art. 9114 - HF handpiece with power adjustment
function with 2 electrodes
Art. 9701 - Onion electrode (01)
Art. 9702 - Small onion electrode (02)

Optional
1 pc. art. 9703 - Comb electrode (03)
1 pc. art. 9704 - Saturator electrode (04)
1 pc. art. 9705 - Shocking electrode (05)
1 pc. art. 9706 - Neck electrode (06)
1 pc. art. 9707 - Roll electrode (07)
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iFace
R.F. System
iiFFaaccee  RR..FF.. comes with a bipolar emission system equipped with two
different hanpieces:
- a bbiippoollaarr system for face application
- a bbiippoollaarr system for body application

Applying radio frequency to beauty treatments
Method and physical principle are closely linked to localized hyperthermia.

Heat antalgic and therapeutic properties are well known by researchers and
investigators, who has used various systems to induce heat on the human
body. 

Radio frequency represents one of the most up-to-date techniques in the 
anti-aging and skin slackening treatments. It helps to reduce wrinkles and skin
slackening of face and body and effectively complements treatments aimed at
fighting localized fat deposits (cellulite).

Radio frequency uses a high frequency variable flow alternate current, whose
flow is usually between 1 and 6MHz. Such energy flow does not stimulate the
nervous and muscular tissue. It indeed produces a “controlled thermal effect”,
thereby favoring the derma temperature increase.

By allowing the subcutaneous layer to be heated, the radio frequency
treatment develops an anti-aging, restructuring and re-modeling action.
The radio frequency flow helps to contract the collagen fibers, thereby
favoring the synthesis of new collagen over time.

After completion of the planned seat cycle, it is obvious that the skin will show
a new elasticity and unaesthetic skin aging signs will be visibly reduced.

After the treatment the micro circulation is improved and the treated tissue
correctly distributed. Unaesthetic skin nodules and blemishes due to local
edema are reduced, with visible anti-lipolytic effect.

Particularly suited to firm up and restore tissues after slimming treatments.
The effects of radiofrequency are immediate, i.e. you can see the results day
after day and week after week, and you can even see its maximum effect after
1-2 months.

008-9 iFace:Layout 1  8-09-2010  17:18  Pagina 8
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Art. 9069

Accessories [pages 15-19]

1 pc. art. 99143 - Bipolar handpiece for face R.F.
1 pc. art. 99142 - Bipolar handpiece for body R.F.
1 pc. art. 9816 - Gel.

In addition to personalized programs, iFace
R.F. comes with 2 different treatment
programs: Continuous & Pulsed, “Soft &
Intensive”, which automatically manage the
temperature delivery.

008-9 iFace:Layout 1  8-09-2010  17:18  Pagina 9
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Comby 5
Multi-functional equipment for 5 facial beauty treatments:

TREATMENTS

Thermo

Exfoliation (peeling)

Moisture control

Micro-ionophoresis and electronic
exfoliation treatments

Electro-stimulation - Lifting

Art. 9065A version with accessories holder
Art. 9065 version without accessories holder
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Comby 8
Multi-functional equipment for 8 facial beauty treatments:

beauty division

Art. 9049A version with accessories holder
Art. 9049/E version without accessories holder

TREATMENTS

Air massage

Spray

Vacuum

Thermo

Exfoliation (peeling)

Moisture control

Micro-ionophoresis and electronic
exfoliation treatments

Electro-stimulation - Lifting

10-13 Comby5-Comby8:Layout 1  8-09-2010  17:22  Pagina 11
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Thermo
The appliance-controlled delivering of temperature, evenly distributed over
the skin through theThermo handpiece, favors the absorption of proper
cosmetic products whose efficiency is enhanced.

Exfoliation (peeling)
Efficiently cleans the outer corneal layer eliminating dead skin cells through the
use of rotating brushes equipped with both soft and hard bristles.According
to the characteristics of the skin, they can be easily adjusted for speed and
micro-motor rotation direction.

Moisture control
It is a valid instrument for identifying the type of skin to be treated, by
determining the moisturizing state of the epidermis.

Comby 5
Comby 8

TREATMENTS

Air massage (only for Comby 8)
A rhythmic and rapid succession of sucking and compressing movements,
delivered through special crystal cups, which develops a draining micro-
massage and increases the skin’s surface circulation.
.

Spray (only for Comby 8)
By using proper containers, cosmetic substances are sprayed without using
additional gases.

Vacuum (only for Comby 8)
Suitable for removing visible skin superficial impurities, which are sucked
through proper crystal canulas.

10-13 Comby5-Comby8:Layout 1  8-09-2010  17:22  Pagina 12
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Accessories for Comby 5 and Comby 8 [pages 15-19]

1 pc. art. 9720 - Bristle brush - hard ø 40mm
1 pc. art. 9721 - Goat hair brush - soft ø 40mm
1 pc. art. 9722 - Goat hair brush - soft ø 20mm
1 pc. art. 9723 - Bristle brush - hard ø 20mm
1 pc. art. 9728 - Sponge disk ø 40mm
1 pc. art. 9730 - Brush-holder handpiece
2 pcs. art. 9731 - Bipolar cable with plugs, ø 4mm
3 pcs. art. 9771 - Sponge-coated plate electrode, with clip-type fitting, size
60x80H mm

1 pc. art. 9772 - Adjustable elastic band, size 40x10H cm.
3 pcs. art. 9784 - Adapter for plate with plug connection, ø 4mm
2 pcs. art. 9791 - Insulated handpiece for the following pointers: ball, cylin-
der, plate

1 pc. art. 9792 - Ball pointer for micro-iono
2 pcs. art. 9793 - Cylinder pointer for electro-stimulation function
1 pc. art. 9794 - Plate pointer for descaling function
2 pcs. art. 9816 - 260g conductive gel
5 pcs. art. 9741 - 4 single-patient adhesive electrodes, size 35x45mm.
1 pc. art. 9811 -Thermosetting electronic handpiece

Accessories only for Comby 8 [pages 15-19]

2 pcs. art. 9716 - Quickfit connecting tube for the Air Massage function
2 pcs. art. 9711 - Bell for the Air Massage function ø 40mm
2 pcs. art. 9712 - Bell for the Air Massage function ø 30mm
2 pcs. art. 9713 - Bell for the Air Massage function, flattened type
2 pcs. art. 9860 - Bell for the Air Massage function ø 15mm
1 pc. art. 9714 - Quickfit connecting tube for the Spray function
2 pcs. art. 9717 - Container with spray nozzle
1 pc. art. 9715 - Quickfit connecting tube for theVacuum function.With
anti-impurities filter

1 pc. art. 9709 - Comedo extraction canula, with little hole
1 pc. art. 9710 - Comedo extraction canula, with large hole

Options for Comby 5 and Comby 8 [pages 15-19]

1 pc. art. 9725 - Bristle brush - hard ø 100mm
1 pc. art. 9726 - Bristle brush - hard ø 70mm
1 pc. art. 9817 - Bipolar handpiece with electro-stimulation balls
1 pc. art. 9068 - High Frequency kit containing:
1 pc. art. 9835 - HF electronic handpiece with power adjustment function
1 pc. art. 9701 - Onion electrode
1 pc. art. 9702 - Small onion electrode
1 pc. art. 9704 - Saturator electrode
1 pc. art. 9705 - Shocking electrode, curved
1 pc. art. 9703 - Comb electrode
1 pc. art. 9706 - Neck electrode
1 pc. art. 9707 - Roll electrode

Micro-ionophoresis and electronic exfoliation treatments
The use of current micro-ionophoresis aesthetics favors the best distribution
of cosmetic products and the development of their beneficial effects on
application areas.
The electronic exfoliation treatment is very useful for deeply cleansing the
epidermis and getting rid of excess sebum and impurities, thereby preparing
skin to receive cosmetic products whose properties are enhanced.

Electro-stimulation - Lifting
A differentiated electro-stimulation system allows to work exactly where
muscle toning and skin appearance improvement are required.This effect is
combined with an electro-lymphatic drainage, which, together with involuntary
muscle contraction, allows to achieve remarkable skin improvement (lifting
effect) as well as increased muscle tone.

OPTIONAL
High frequency Art. 9068
It comes complete with 1 handpiece and 4 electrodes
The appliance is set up to integrate the treatment without needing any
additional adjustment.The use of the high frequency favors skin micro
stimulation, thereby increasing skin oxygenation and providing a localized
antiseptic action.

10-13 Comby5-Comby8:Layout 1  8-09-2010  17:22  Pagina 13
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Face Program Ultrasonic
By profiting of the pulsed action of the ultrasound waves
determining the afflux of blood to the capillaries which are
involved in treatment (engorgement), it stimulates local circulation.
Cellular turnover is accelerated, thereby hydrating skin which will
appear more elastic, shiny and silky smooth to the touch.Thanks to
a biodynamic current which continuously delivers light polar and
electrolitic charges to tissues, Ultrasonic by inverting this specific
current flow favors the absorption and the proper spreading of the
cosmetic products.

Art. 9063

Accessories [pages 15-19]

1 pc. art. 9832 - Ultrasound
handpiece

1 pc. art. 9727 - Pedal drive
1 pc. art. 9771 - Plate electrode,

size 60x80mm
1 pc. art. 9784 - Adapter for plate

electrode
1 pc. art. 9772 - Adjustable elastic

band, size 40x10H cm
1 pc. art. 9759 - Unipolar cable

for connecting the plate
electrode

15 programs specifically studied to satisfy different treatment needs:
- 3 different intensity level peeling
- Skin moisturizing
- Impurity removal
- Removal of dead cells
- Favors treated tissue renewing
- Contributes to the thorough absorption of specific cosmetic products

14 Ultrasonic:Layout 1  8-09-2010  17:28  Pagina 14
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S Art. 9701 Onion electrode. Art. 9702 Small onion electrode. Art. 9703 Comb electrode.

Art. 9741 Each pack contains 4 plate
electrodes with automatic
connection, size: 35x45mm

Art. 9704 Saturator electrode. Art. 9705 Shocking electrode. Art. 9706 Neck electrode.

Art. 9717 Container with spray
nozzle.

Art. 9707 Roll electrode. Art. 9709 Comedo extraction canula,
with little hole.

Art. 99156 HF handpiece with power adjustment function, for the following
appliances: 9049/E - 9065 - 9075.

Art. 9708 HF handpiece for 9024/E.

15-18 Accessori Face:Layout 2 8-09-2010 17:46  Pagina 15
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Art. 9860 Bell for Air Massage
function ø 15mm.

Art. 9713 Bell for Air Massage
function, flattened type.

Art. 9714 Tube for Spray function. Art. 9715Tube forVacuum function. Art. 9716 Tube for Air Massage
function.

Art. 9720 Bristle brush - hard ø
40mm.

Art. 9721 Goat hair brush - soft ø
40mm.

Art. 9722 Goat hair brush - soft ø 20mm.

Art. 9723 Bristle brush - hard ø
20mm.

Art. 9725 Bristle brush ø 100mm. Art. 9726 Bristle brush ø 70mm. Art. 9728 Sponge disk ø 40mm.

Art. 9710 Comedo extraction canula,
with large hole.

Art. 9711 Bell for Air Massage
function ø 40mm.

Art. 9712 Bell for Air Massage
function ø 30mm.

15-18 Accessori Face:Layout 2 8-09-2010 17:47  Pagina 16
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Art. 9791 Insulated handpiece for the
following pointers: ball, cylinder, plate.

Art. 9792 Ball pointer for micro-iono
function.

Art. 9793 Cylinder pointer for
electro-stimulation treatments.

Art. 9794 Plate pointer for descaling
function.

Art. 9772 Elastic band for plate fixing,
size 40x10H cm.

Art. 9784R Adapter for plate with
plug connection, ø 4mm (red).

Art. 9784N Adapter for plate with
plug connection, ø 4mm (black).

Art. 9771 Sponge-coated plate
electrode, size: 80x60mm.

Art. 9731 Bipolar cable with plugs ø
4mm.

Art. 9730 Brush-holder handpiece for : 9049/E - 9065.

Art. 9816 260g conductive gel.Art. 9840 Brush-holder handpiece
for Face Studio.

Art. 9832 Ultrasound handpiece.

Art. 9935 Abrasive head-holder
handpiece (handpiece only).

Art. 9936S Abrasive head, fine finish,
complete with filter. Each pack
contains 10 pieces.

15-18 Accessori Face:Layout 2 8-09-2010 17:47  Pagina 17
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Art. 9937S Abrasive head, medium
finish, complete with filter 10 pieces
pack.

Art. 9938S Art. 9938S - Abrasive
head, coarse finish, complete with
filter 10 pieces pack.

Art. 9939S Rubberized head for
massage. 5 pieces pack.

Abrasive head pack.

Art. 9811Thermosetting electronic
handpiece for : 9049/E - 9065.

Art. 9847 Handpiece for Face Studio
moisture control function.

Art. 9934 Ultrasound handpiece with
cylinder delivery head.

Art. 9817 Handpiece for Comby 8
stimulation function.

Art. 9841 Handpiece for Face Studio
stimulation function.

Art. 9843 Cable for Face Studio
ionophoresis function.

Art. 9844 Cable for Face Studio
moisture control function.

Art. 9846 Cable for Face Studio
stimulation function.

Art. 9842Thermosetting handpiece for Face Studio.

Art. 9947 Bipolar cable for Iono &
Descaling functions with positive and
negative plugs ø 4mm and
PPlluugg  IInn-type plug. 

Art. 9948 Bipolar cable for
Stimulation function with female
positive and negative plug ø 4mm
and PPlluugg  IInn-type plug. 

15-18 Accessori Face:Layout 2  8-09-2010  17:48  Pagina 18
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Art. 9727 Pedal-drive, complete with
cable and plug.

Art. 9759 Unipolar cable for
connecting the plate electrode.

Art. 9949 Bipolar cable for Hydro
Test with female positive and
negative plug ø 4mm and
PPlluugg  IInn-type plug.

Art. 9950 Handpiece for Hydro Test.
(plate not included)

Art. 9951 Handpiece for Stimol
function with positive plug ø 4mm.

Art. 9952 Handpiece for Stimol
function with negative plug ø 4mm.

Art. 9954 Handpiece for Iono &
Descaling functions with female
positive plug ø 4mm (roll not
included).

Art. 9955 Cylinder pointer for
Descaling function.

Art. 9953 Handpiece for Soft Stimol function with negative and positive plugs ø 4mm.

Art. 9956 Roll pointer for Micro-Iono
function.

Art. 9957 Plate pointer for Hydro
Test.

Art. 9958 Ball pointer for Micro-Iono
function, wrinkles and small surface
cavities.

Art. 9941 
Quickfit connecting tube for suction
and skin scraping off function.

Art. 99143 Bipolar R.F. handpiece for
the face.

Art. 99142 Bipolar R.F. handpiece for
the face.
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Depy Progress Synergy
Pulsed light: the new frontier for the professional depilation.
Innovative, rapid and effective method. Non-invasive epilation
treatment. Using the concentrated energy of the xenon light, the
application acts directly on the hair bulb.The results are astonishing.

Art. 9081

20
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Large tilt-out laundry hamper with
cosmetics area.

Spacious drawer for accessory or
ready-to-use materials.

Power outlet for the appliance and the
auxiliary unit.

Depy Progress Synergy
Intense Pulsed Light Photoepilation is an innovative, rapid, effective and non-
invasive treatment, as well as a progressively permanent hair removal
technique.
High power air cooled professional equipment: a technology allowing to keep
a constant temperature on the part on contact with skin for safer use and
improved treatment quality. Using the concentrated energy of the xenon light,
the application acts directly on the hair bulb.The results are astonishing.

A spot of light is directed on the area to be depilated.Thanks to the radiation
frequency of this light, skin only absorbs a small quantity of it, thus allowing the
hair to take advantage of its melanin and to bring the energy, which has been
transformed into heat, up to the hair root, to neutralize the hair bulbs and to
hamper their growth.
Based on the photothermolysis principle, the melanin pigment of the hair
absorbs the light in a selective way.The melanin is a chromophore absorbing
the light in a wide range of frequencies.The quantity of light absorbed is
transformed into heat energy leading to the hair bulb destruction.

The pulsed light acts directly on the hair bulb (hair in the anagen phase),
thereby preventing the hair from growing again, without affecting the
surrounding skin.
Thanks to the special flexibility of the appliance, parameters are easily set
according to the skin and hair characteristics.This allows to personalize the
treatment, thus meeting all specific needs.

Phototype probe “ColorTest”
Depy Progress Synergy comes with an innovative sensor helping to identify
the skin phototype (Fitzpatrick classification).The correct level of the luminous
pulse is automatically set according to the color of the skin.This level of energy
ensures the correct treatment is performed.Therefore, the aesthetic operator
can also manually adjust the level to carry out a personalized treatment.

beauty division
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Depy progress synergy
Since the Depy Progress Sinergy Photoepilation treatment acts on a wide area,
applications are performed quickly: 23x57mm per pulse, i.e. 13sq.cm
Very quick action: 8 to 35 milliseconds per pulse. Record efficiency level! Since
it acts on hair in the growth phase (Anagen), in order to continuously attack it
treatments need to be repeated at intervals of approximately one month, until
its complete disappearance (4 to 8 treatments per treated area). Difference
among treatments depends on the hair color, the area and the physiology of
the person involved.

PhotorejuvenationTreatment
The skin photorejuvenation is obtained through the beneficial action of the
pulsed light. By stimulating the areas involved, this light favors their correct and
natural function.
The innovative technologies used by Depy Progress Sinergy delivered visible
improvements, also in presence of skin anomalies such as: couperose, wrinkles,
surface capillaries, skin hypotonicity. By deeply activating the skin, the luminous
flash stimulates the production of new collagene which revitalizes both the
texture and the consistency of the skin.
The treatment duration depends both on the size of the area to be treated
and the typology of the application. Generally, each treatment lasts 20 to 40
minutes and needs to be repeated 4 to 6 times.

Anti-acneTreatment
In presence of acne vulgaris, by deeply cleansing the area involved this
treatment develops a bactericidal and sanitizing action.As with every other
photochemical reaction, the efficiency of the treatment is connected with the
light concentration, the consequent temperature at which the photochemical
reaction occurs and the used wave length.As a consequence, the combined
use of light and heat doubles the possibility to use oxygen.While temperature
is rising (35/80msec), oxygen eliminates the bacterium responsible for acne,
without any negative impact on the person.
It successfully acts on both slightly serious and medium-serious cases.
Generally, it needs treatments are repeated at intervals of 7-10 days.The
professionalism and experience of the aesthetic operator in the acne field can
help to better define both the number and the intervals of the treatments to
be carried out.

Technical data:

Luminous source: 2 xenon lamps
Luminous source wave length, depilation: 500-1200nm, yellow
Luminous source wave length, anti-acne: 400-1100nm, green
Luminous source wave length, photorejuvenation: 550-1200nm,
yellow/orange
Emitted power (adjustable): 5 to 12J/sq.cm. - 160J in total
Pulse duration: 8 to 35 milliseconds, according to the luminous source
used
Power consumption, in stand-by: 80W.
Max power consumption, while charging: 1800W per second (peak)
Max size of the area to be treated per spot: 23x57mm (13.1sq.cm).
Lamp cooling system: high power air suction
Pulse cooling time: 2 to 6 seconds, according to the power delivered

22
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Accessories [pages 31-32]

1 pc. art. 9874 - Luminous source power supply unit
1 pc. art. 9875 - Phototype probe “ColorTest”
1 pc. art. 9886 - Operator glasses
2 pcs. art. 9882 - Luminous unit for depilation
3 pcs. art. 19550 - Client glasses
10 pcs. art. 9877 - Removable plate for sterilization and cleaning - for large
areas 23x57mm = 13.1sq.cm

5 pcs. art. 9878 - Removable plate for sterilization and cleaning - for small
areas 11x30mm = 3.0sq.cm

Options [pages 31-32]

1 pc. art. 9883 - Luminous unit for anti-acne
1 pc. art. 9884 - Luminous unit for photorejuvenation

beauty division
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Depy Progress Epylab
Equipped with a wide digital display and smarthly-positioned
controls, Epylab’s interface makes it easy to work and fully exploit
the appliance’s potential.
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Large tilt-out laundry hamper with
cosmetics area.

Spacious drawer for accessory or
ready-to-use materials.

Power outlet for the appliance and the
auxiliary unit.

Depy Progress Epylab
A personal Memory Card for each individual client allows to pre-set the data
associated with each individual treatment, thus shortening parameter setting
times. Fashionable instrument-holders and the built-in trolley make using
Epylab easy and functional.

Treatments:
This appliance uses both thermolysis and electrolysis mixed currents. In
combination with the innovative system Flash and Super-Flash, currents are
delivered through a needle electrode.Thanks to the high-intensity pulse the
Flash and Super Flash modalities deliver in a few thousandth of second, it
drastically reduces the person’s sensitivity and ensures visible results after the
first treatments.

Epylab allows the beauty expert to select the Electrolysis currents suitable for
treating particularly delicate areas or people sensitive to high-frequency
currents (thermolysis)
Epylab offers the professional painless electroepilation treatmentThermosoft.
By using a specific probe which acts superficially, and combining with Depy Gel,
it favors the appliance conductivity and inhibitory action.
Thermosoft particularly suits extremely delicate areas and allows to treat wide
areas in short times. Hair is progressively weakened.
Epylab may also perform the professional painless electroepilation treatment
using high-frequency thermolysis currents delivered through a pliers electrode.
The anaphoresis and cataphoresis functions allow to perform electronic skin
descaling treatments for an effective preparation of the area to be treated and
application of soothing and/or inhibiting post-epilation cosmetic products,
designed to increase the treatment’s effectiveness.

Specific treatments and their main features:
- Flash modality - Super-Flash modality
- Flash-Blend modality
- Thermolysis modality with needle electrode
- Thermolysis modality with pliers electrode - Electrolysis modality
- Anaphoresis function - Cataphoresis function
- Sense function: automatic pulse delivering without any pedal drive (ability to
carry out needle electrode treatments)
- Personalized programs with the MEMORY CARD. It allows to store any pre-
set or personalized program and repeat it simply by inserting the card into
the proper slot.
- Digital adjustment of all parameters and pulse duration time, in thousandth
of second
- Display of time remaining to the end of treatment
- Pulse counter
- Large back-lighted display, also visible in low-light environments

Accessories [pages 31-32]

1 pc. art. 9743 - 50 disposable gamma ray-sterilized needles Ø 0.075mm

1 pc. art. 9744 - 50 disposable gamma ray-sterilized needles Ø 0.100mm

1 pc. art. 9745 - 50 disposable gamma ray-sterilized needles Ø 0.127mm

1 pc. art. 9746 - 50 disposable gamma ray-sterilized needles Ø 0.150mm

1 pc. art. 9761 - Needle-holder handpiece

1 pc. art. 9727 - Pedal drive

1 pc. art. 9759 - Unipolar cable for connecting the plate electrode

1 pc. art. 9758 - Probe handpiece, complete with pull-out cable

1 pc. art. 9749 - Probe for handpieceThermosoft

3 pcs. art. 9732 - Inhibitory gel Depy Gel, 200ml

1 pc. art. 9890 - Electronic pliers complete with pull-out cable

1 pc. art. 9947 - Bipolar cable with plugs, ø 4mm

2 pcs. art. 9756 - Sponge-coated plate electrode, with clip-type fitting and

adapter, size 60x80mm

5 pcs. art. 9741 - 4 single-patient adhesive electrodes, size 35x45mm.

2 pcs. art. 9772 - Adjustable elastic band, size 40x10H cm.

1 pc. art. 9791 - Insulated handpiece for the following pointers: ball, plate

1 pc. art. 9792 - Ball pointer for micro-iono

1 pc. art. 9794 - Plate pointer for descaling function

10 pcs. art. 9837 - Memory Card

Suitable to host magnifying lamp.
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Depy Program Quickly Plus

Art. 9046/E

Accessories [pages 31-32]

5 pcs. art. 30109744 - Epilation needles
1 pc. art. 9761 - Needle-holder handpiece
1 pc. art. 9727 - Pedal drive

The Quickly Plus professional electroepilation appliance uses a needle electrode to deliver thermolysis currents.
- Electronic timer to automatically set single pulse duration: 0.5” to 10”.
- Digital clock to display each treatment duration time.With stand-by function, which allows to temporary stop
counting without clearing the display.

- Power adjustment and reading on display.
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Depy Program Mixing Advantage
The Depy Program Advantage professional painless electroepilation
appliance uses both needle and pliers electrodes to deliver
thermolysis currents.

Art. 9062A -Version with accessories holder
Art. 9062 -Version without accessories holder

Accessories [pages 31-32]

1 pc. art. 9744 - 50 disposable gamma ray-sterilized needles Ø 0.100mm
1 pc. art. 9761 - Needle-holder handpiece
1 pc. art. 9727 - Pedal drive
1 pc. art. 9890 - Electronic pliers complete with pull-out cable

- 18 resident and modifiable programs
- Digital adjustment of all parameters
- Display of time remaining to the end of treatment
- Pulse counter
- Back-lighted display, also visible in low-light environments
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Depy Program Complex
With Depy Complex the beauty expert can take advantage of a
fully-fledged tool which allows to carry out different electroepilation
professional treatments.This appliance uses both thermolysis and
electrolysis mixed currents. In combination with the innovative
system Flash & Super-Flash, currents are delivered through a needle
electrode.

Thanks to the high-intensity pulse the Flash and Super Flash modalities deliver
in a few thousandth of second, it drastically reduces the person’s sensitivity and
ensures visible results after the first treatments.

Depy Complex allows the beauty expert to select the Electrolysis currents
suitable for treating particularly delicate areas or people sensitive to high-
frequency currents (thermolysis) Depy Complex offers the professional
painless electroepilation treatmentThermosoft. By using a specific probe which
acts superficially, and combining with Depy Gel, it favors the appliance
conductivity and inhibitory action.

Thermosoft particularly suits extremely delicate areas and allows to treat wide
areas in short times. Hair is progressively weakened.

Depy Complex may also perform the professional painless electroepilation
treatment using high-frequency thermolysis currents delivered through a pliers
electrode.

The anaphoresis and cataphoresis functions allow to perform electronic skin
descaling treatments for an effective preparation of the area to be treated and
application of soothing and/or inhibiting post-epilation cosmetic products,
designed to increase the treatment’s effectiveness.

Specific treatments and their main features:
- Flash modality - Super-Flash modality
- Flash-Blend modality
- Thermolysis modality with needle electrode
- Thermolysis modality with pliers electrode
- Electrolysis modality
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Art. 9043A -Version with accessories holder
Art. 9043/E -Version without accessories holder

Accessories [pages 31-32]

1 pc. art. 9744 - 50 disposable gamma ray-sterilized needles Ø 0.100mm
1 pc. art. 9761 - Needle-holder handpiece
1 pc. art. 9727 - Pedal drive
1 pc. art. 9759 - Unipolar cable for connecting the plate electrode
1 pc. art. 9758 - Probe handpiece, complete with pull-out cable
1 pc. art. 9749 - Probe for handpieceThermosoft
1 pc. art. 9732 - Inhibitory gel Depy Gel, 200ml
1 pc. art. 9890 - Electronic pliers complete with pull-out cable
1 pc. art. 9731 - Bipolar cable with plugs ø 4mm
1 pc. art. 9771 - Sponge-coated plate electrode, with clip-type fitting, size
60x80H mm

1 pc. art. 9772 - Adjustable elastic band, size 40x10H cm
1 pc. art. 9784 - Adapter for plate electrode
1 pc. art. 9791 - Insulated handpiece for the following pointers: ball, plate
1 pc. art. 9792 - Ball pointer for micro-iono
1 pc. art. 9794 - Plate pointer for descaling function
1 pc. art. 9779 - Memory Card

- Anaphoresis function - Cataphoresis function
- Sense function: automatic pulse delivering without any pedal drive (ability to
carry out needle electrode treatments)
- Memory Key, to store 20 adjustable treatments, 4 for each modality.
- Digital adjustment of all parameters and pulse duration time, in thousandth
of second

- Displaying of the treatment remaining time
- Pulse counter
- Large back-lighted display, also visible in low-light environments
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Depy Program Flash-Blend
Professional electroepilation appliance with Flash-Blend modality.
Through a needle electrode, it delivers thermolysis and electrolysis
mixed currents which combine with the innovative system Flash.
Thanks to the high-intensity pulse the Flash modality delivers in a
few hundredth of second, it drastically reduces the person’s
sensitivity and ensures visible results after the first treatments.

Art. 9029A -Version with accessories holder
Art. 9029/E -Version without accessories holder

Accessories [pages 31-32]

1 pc. art. 9744 - 50 disposable gamma ray-sterilized needles Ø 0.100mm
1 pc. art. 9761 - Needle-holder handpiece
1 pc. art. 9727 - Pedal drive
1 pc. art. 9771 - Plate electrode, size 60x80mm
1 pc. art. 9784 - Adapter for plate electrode - black
1 pc. art. 9772 - Adjustable elastic band, size 40x10H cm
1 pc. art. 9759 - Unipolar cable for connecting the plate electrode

Specific treatments and their main features:
- Flash modality
- Flash-Blend modality
- Electrolysis modality
- Electronic timer to automatically set single pulse duration: 0.5” to 10”.
- Digital clock to display each treatment duration time.With stand-by function,

which allows to temporary stop counting without clearing the display.
- Power adjustment and reading on display.
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Art. 9732 Depy Gel for epilation by
probe.

Art. 9743 50 needles ø 0.075mm. Art. 9744 50 needles ø 0.100mm.

Art. 9745 50 needles ø 0.127mm. Art. 9746 50 needles ø 0.150mm.

Art. 9759 Unipolar cable for
connecting the plate electrode.

Art. 9771 Sponge-coated plate
electrode, size: 80x60mm.

Art. 9772 Elastic band for plate fixing,
size 40x10H cm.

Art. 9756 Plate electrode Art. 9771,
complete with adapter Art. 9784.

Art. 9779 Memory Key for Depy
Complex Art. 9043/E.

Art. 9837 Memory Card for Epylab. Art. 9784R Adapter for plate with
plug connection, ø 4mm (red).

Art. 9784N Adapter for plate with
plug connection, ø 4mm (black).

Art. 9741 4 plate electrodes with
automatic connection, size:
35x45mm.
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Art. 9727 Pedal-drive, complete with
cable and plug.

Art. 9749 Probe for handpiece
Thermosoft.

Art. 9794 Plate pointer for descaling
function.

Art. 9792 Ball pointer for micro-iono
function.

Art. 9890 Electronic pliers for
epilation electrode, complete with
pull-out cable equipped with
insulated connector.

Art. 9758 Electronic probe
handpiece for Depy Complex.

Art. 9761 Needle-holder handpiece
with cable and insulated connector;
80mm length.

Art. 9875 Phototype probe “Color
Test”.

Art. 9882 Luminous unit for
depilation.

Art. 9883 Luminous unit for
anti-acne.

Art. 9877 Removable plate for
sterilization and cleaning - for large
areas 23x57mm (13.1sq.cm).

Art. 9878 Removable plate for
sterilization and cleaning - for small
areas 11x30mm (3.0sq.cm).

Art. 9886 Operator glasses.

Art. 9731 Bipolar cable with plugs ø
4mm.

Art. 9874 Luminous source power
supply unit.

Art. 9884 Luminous unit for
photorejuvenation.

Art. 19550 Client glasses.

32

Art. 9791 Insulated handpiece for the
following pointers: ball, cylinder, plate.

Art. 9947 Bipolar cable for Iono &
Descaling. functions with positive and
negative plugs ø 4mm and
PPlluugg  IInn-type plug. 
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Optima Total Cavity
Drawing from professional know-how developed in sectors
unlinked to beauty care, Optima is the product of specific research
in the field of ultrasound cavitation systems.
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Large tilt-out laundry hamper with
cosmetics area.

Spacious drawer for accessory or
ready-to-use materials.

Power outlet for the appliance and the
auxiliary unit.

After careful fine-tuning designed to suit the beauty care application and
involving countless field tests, the above know-how, combined with the
practical contribution of beauticians, has allowed to achieve very interesting
results, even in individuals with serious cellulite and fatty deposit issues.

Indeed, such results involve radical improvements in existing beauty-related
issues, obtained in total safety, also thanks to the professional and operating
contribution of the beauticians, who have developed the tests together with
our Engineering Department.

Optima uses a low-frequency ultrasound technology and as many as 4
converging emitters on the same handpiece - with a working area as large as
39 cm2 – to generate acoustic energy and vibration. The biological action of
ultrasound energy derives from the mechanical/vibrating action of ultrasound
waves, which are able to perform a micro massage on tissues on which
traditional massage has no effect.

Once applied on the body tissue, the ultrasound waves lose part of their
energy due to the natural barrier of the living organism. This process is known
as attenuation and translates into heat.

Thanks to its new and revolutionary low frequency ultrasound, developing an
action equal to that of the high intensity ultrasound, Optima is able to treat all
kinds of blemishes.

Therefore Optima favors a higher permeability of the adipose cells, whose
contents (fat acids) once “crumbled” are expelled into the local circulation and
removed through the lymphatic and urinary circuits. 

OPTIMA’s four ultrasound heads’ synergic action
The 4 ultrasound heads act synergically to reduce and redistribute
subcutaneous fat and fat cells, resulting into increased tissue trophism and a
remodeled body contour.

The synergic action of the four ultrasound heads leads to reactivation of fat
build-up areas (hips, stomach, knees, thighs) and revitalization of cellulite-
affected areas with a reduced blood circulation (cellulite).
The 4 emitters promote increased cell metabolism and simultaneously
intensify electrolysis in intra- and extra-cell liquid, causing the contraction of
the minuscule muscle fibers found in the skin, with ensuing improvement in
tissue trophism.

Representation of the ultrasound vibrating action generated by the 4 emitters.
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Memory Card
This handy MEMORY CARD allows to store any pre-set or personalized
program from the main screen and repeat it simply by inserting the card into
the proper slot.

Optima can be set to work on one or several areas at a time via the area
selection function; the appliance will automatically adjust treatment time for
each individual area.
During the client history interview, it will be possible to choose the areas to
be treated, as well as the order and duration of treatment on each area. 
Once treatment starts, Optima will warn the beautician with visual and sound
messages when it is time to move to a different area or switch from the
energy phase to the massage phase.

Available programs
Optima features as many as 27 different programs: based on an initial client
history interview, the software will set and recommend the most suitable
treatment settings, leaving the beautician free to adjust power and modulation
(massage action) to suit.

Accessories [pages 83-87]

2 pcs. art. 99149 - Handle strap for cavitation handpiece
1 pc. art. 99148 – Cavitation ultrasound handpiece with 4 emitters
3 pcs. art. 9816 – Gel
10 pcs. art. 99152 – Memory card
1 pc. art. 99153 - Touch Screen pen

Optima Total Cavity
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Body Kiss R.F. Face & Body
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Applying radio frequency to beauty treatments
Method and physical principle are closely linked to localized hyperthermia.
Heat antalgic and therapeutic properties are well known by researchers and
investigators, who have used various systems and methods to induce heat on
the human body.

Radio frequency represents one of the most up-to-date techniques in the anti-
aging, skin slackening and hardening treatments.

Radio frequency uses a high frequency variable flow alternate current, whose
flow is usually between 1 and 6MHz. Such energy flow does not stimulate the
nervous and muscular tissue. It indeed produces a “controlled thermal effect”,
thereby favoring the derma temperature increase.

The effects of radiofrequency are immediate, i.e. you can see the results day
after day and week after week, and you can even see its maximum effect after
1-2 months.

Radiofrequency - face
By allowing the subcutaneous layer to be heated, the radio frequency
treatment develops an anti-aging, restructuring and re-modeling action.
The radio frequency flow helps to contract the collagen fibers, thereby
favoring the synthesis of new collagen over time.After completion of the
planned seat cycle, it is obvious that the skin will show a new elasticity and
unaesthetic skin aging signs will be visibly reduced.

Radiofrequency - Body
RF Body Kiss’s waves stimulate natural processes such as the production of
Elastin, Collagen and Hyaluronic Acid, improving their action and leading to a
rebalancing of treated areas.

Accessories [pages 83-87]

2 pcs. art. 9864 – Elastic bands, size: 60x8mm
8 pcs. art. 9865 – Elastic bands, size: 80x8mm
2 pcs. art. 9866 – Elastic bands, size 100x8mm
16 pcs. art. 99146 - Silicone electrode plates, size: 95x61mm, R.F. rounded
8 pcs. art. 99144 – R.F. plates without electrodes
1 pc. art. 99143 – Bipolar handpiece for face R.F.
10 pcs. art. 99147 – Memory card
16 pcs. art. 99145 - Golden electrode, size: 60x40mm (16 pcs.) R.F.

rounded
1 pc. art. 99142 – Bipolar handpiece for body R.F.
3 pcs. art. 9816 – Gel

Body Kiss R.F. Face & Body
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Large tilt-out laundry hamper with
cosmetics area.

Spacious drawer for accessory or ready-
to-use materials.

Power outlet for the appliance and the
auxiliary unit.

Combining bipolar diathermy with traditional treatments, RF Body Kiss allows
to obtain excellent results in dealing with the most common beauty-related
issues, such as skin slackening, localized fatty deposits and cellulite.

The innovative system for the application of Bipolar Radiofrequency to the
body, using RF plates, in synergy with an Electro-stimulation or Electrolipolysis
treatment, allows to obtain visible effects already from the first sessions.
The combination of the two specific waves promotes skin remodeling and the
improvement of micro-circulation, contributing to correct the distribution of
fibrous tissue and reduce unsightly nodules, local puffiness, toxin build-up and
fatty deposits, with ensuing general reinvigoration of tissues.
The electric field generated between the two electrodes helps to increase the
cellular metabolism. By varying the membrane permeability, it stimulates a
higher oxygen consumption and increases local circulation thereby favoring cell
exchanges and local fat removal.

In addition to personalized programs, RF Body Kiss comes with
37 different treatment programs: 

8 Mix R.F. + Electrolipolysis 
12 Mix R.F. + Stimol 
12 Stimulation 
2 Electronic drainage 
1 Manual face R.F.  
1 Manual body R.F.  
1 Body R.F. with plates

represents electro-stimulation in the picture

represents the RF wave (diathermy)

Sequence:

1) 2) 3) 4)

represents electrolipolysis in the picture

represents the RF wave (diathermy)
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Body ProgressWell &Tonic
Well & Tonic, up-to-date appliance for body and face treatments
aimed at reducing the slight blemishes due to cellulite and cutaneous
slackening.This new non-invasive technique proved to be effective in
treating various skin blemishes such as cellulite. Skin tissue will show
improved lymphatic flow and adipose cell metabolism. By improving
cutaneous slackening, it provides a beneficial anti-age effect.

Art. 9085Well &Tonic
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Body ProgressWell &Tonic
Ultrasonic Professional
Well & Tonic Ultrasonic Professional, up-to-date appliance for body
or face treatments aimed at reducing the slight blemishes due to
cellulite and cutaneous slackening.
Acting as Well &Tonic (Art. 9085), in combination with the
ultrasound 6 independent outputs.

Art. 9087Well &Tonic Ultrasonic Professional

Large tilt-out laundry hamper with
cosmetics area.

Spacious drawer for accessory or ready-
to-use materials.

Power outlet for the appliance and the
auxiliary unit.
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Body ProgressWell &Tonic e
Body ProgressWell &Tonic
Ultrasonic Professional
Thanks to specific applicators, it performs a sort of "cutaneous physical
training". As with the traditional massage, it performs positive pressures
associated with negative pressures creating a plica sucked outside, whose
intensity is based on the suction strength parameters selected.

The resulting lympho-drainage and increased tissue oxygenation allow pooled
liquids to absorb and subcutaneous fat to mobilize. The area treated during
the massage is wider than that affected by the blemish.

Well & Tonic allow you to carry out drainage treatments as well as rhytmical
massages by using both automatic and manual treatment programs.
Frequencies of the suction, release and pressure changes are determined by
the programs.
The suction appliance adjustment allows to gently treat delicate areas, such as:
painful cellulite, inside thigh or capillary fragility. Due to the induced
engorgement, the treated areas may remain slightly reddened for approx. 20-
30 minutes after the end of the treatment. 

In short, the main effects of the action carried out by Well & Tonic are the
following: 
- LYMPH DRAINAGE: providing natural toxin reduction
- LOCAL ENGORGEMENT: providing tissue renewing and oxygenation
- FIBROUS TISSUE TREATMENT: reducing the sclerotic manifestation of the

connective tissue 

As a consequence, after a certain number of treatments with Well & Tonic you
will see the following benefits:
- redistribution of fat deposits, resulting in both aesthetic and functional

improvement of the cellulite manifestation 
- reshaping of the cutaneous profile, with or without weight loss
- cutaneous appearance and tone improvement 
- lifting effect of the cutaneous surface irregularities 
- improvement of the cutaneous trophism due to the increased lymphatic

action
- prevention and reduction of skin ageing signs.

Well & Tonic comes complete with special leotards Beauty Skin necessary to
protect the connective surface against the mechanical action of the applicators
as well as to maintain the correct hygienic profile of the subject to be treated.

The fabric of the leotards Beauty Skin has been sanitized through a special
antimycotic and antibacterial sanitization process called “SANITIZED
HYGIENIC TREATMENT”.

You will use leotards Beauty Skin for each personal treatment cycle. They allow
to avoid the direct contact with the applicators and handpieces, help rollers to
move fluently and minimize the handpiece detachment action when changing
the area to be treated.
Well & Tonic comes with an ergonomically shaped up-to-date handpiece
allowing the aesthetic operator to use it easily and safely to carry out the
mechanical massage. The handpiece uses specific interchangeable applicators,
rollers or balls, whose use depends on the blemish to be treated. This
handpiece works in synergy with the Chromo-frequency treatment and can
be used on both the body and the face.

Body
PROGR. 1 stimulation - superficial cellulite treated with “Roll” handpieces: It
uses the stimulating and reactivating red shades.
PROGR. 2 stimulation - deep cellulite treated with “Roll” handpieces: It uses
red, the color that penetrates most, thus penetrating deeper.
PROGR. 3 stimulation - superficial cellulite treated with “Ball” handpieces: It
uses the stimulating and reactivating red shades.
PROGR. 4 stimulation - deep cellulite treated with “Ball” handpieces: It uses
red, the color that penetrates most, thus penetrating deeper.
PROGR. 5 connective tissue, treated with “Roll” handpieces - it uses red,
stimulating and reactivating, and orange, acting on loose and edematous
cellulites. 
PROGR. 6 connective tissue, treated with “Ball” handpieces - it uses red,
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stimulating and reactivating, and oorraannggee,, acting on loose and edematous
cellulites. 
PPRROOGGRR..  77  ddrraaiinnaaggee,,  ttrreeaatteedd  wwiitthh  ““RRoollll””  handpieces. Colors used: aazzuurree//bblluuee,,
favoring the lymphatic circulation; ggrreeeenn,, toning-up slackened tissues.
PPRROOGGRR..  88  ddrraaiinnaaggee,,  ttrreeaatteedd  wwiitthh  ““BBaallll””  handpieces. acting as program 7. Colors
used: aazzuurree//bblluuee,, favoring the lymphatic circulation; green, toning-up slackened
tissues.
PPRROOGGRR..  99  aannttii--ssttrreessss,,  ttrreeaatteedd  wwiitthh  ““BBaallll”” handpieces. a very pleasant massage.
The use of balls allows to perform it throughout the entire body, thereby
developing the same reactivating and relaxing action that is typical of massage.
It mainly uses bblluuee and ggrreeeenn with relaxing effect. 
PPRROOGGRR..  1100--1111  ttoottaall  bbooddyy,,  ttrreeaatteedd  wwiitthh  ““RRoollll””  aanndd  ““BBaallll””  handpieces: universal
non-specific program which can also be used on men who do not suffer from
visible blemishes (cellulite, etc.). Based on the areas and the tissue to be
treated, you can use the rollers or the balls. Alternation of all colors for a
general re-balancing effect.

Face
PPRROOGGRR..  11  ssttiimmuullaattiioonn::  It suits lifeless skin that needs to be reactivated. Action
and proper suction allow the micro-circulation improvement, thereby favoring
the tissue nourishment. Color will be the stimulating rreedd..
PPRROOGGRR..  22  ddrraaiinnaaggee::  it helps tissue scoriae and toxin downflow. Particularly
suitable for under-eye or face swellings. Colors used: lighter shades of rreedd..
PPRROOGGRR..  33  lliiffttiinngg  eeffffeecctt:: selected action and suction increase sprinkling into
critical points (e.g. wrinkles), thereby giving tissues more elasticity and
relaxation and favoring aged skin renewing. Colors used: oorraannggee,, stimulating
and revitalizing: lliigghhtt  rreedd  ((ppiinnkk)) shades, for a delicately stimulating and 

anti-wrinkle effect.
PPRROOGGRR..  44  rreellaaxxaattiioonn:: Thanks to the light and superficial stimulation of the
suction function, chromo-frequency allows to positively act on the lymphatic
circulation. It uses aazzuurree//bblluuee,,  with relaxing effect, and ggrreeeenn,, with purifying
effect.

What is the Chromo-frequency?  
According to modern physics, when we observe an object lit by a source
of white light we are induced to attribute a color to it on the basis of
the sensation that the eye receives. The color of things should not,
therefore, be understood as an exclusive proper ty of single bodies but as
something that depends on three elements: the source of light, the
object and the eye.  Psychologists and physicians agree that color is a
visual sensation that is perceived when given electromagnetic waves
stimulate the retina. The variety of the colors depends on the different
wavelengths. On breaking down a beam of white light by means of a
prism, we obtain the fundamental colors:  red, orange, yellow, green, blue,
indigo and violet. Colors that together give a white light are called
complementary colors.

Color frequencies:
Light, in the seven colors that make it up, is visible radiant energy. It travels
through space in the form of vibrating waves and differ from one another on
the basis of their wavelengths. Wavelengths are measured in Ångstroms, a unit
of measurement of radiations. One Ångstrom is equivalent to a hundred
millionth of a centimeter. The human eye can only perceive radiations between
4000 and 8000 Å (Ångstroms). 
Each range of wavelengths corresponds to a color and has a specific
therapeutic action

RREEDD::  66220000 ÅÅ ((ÅÅnnggssttrroommss)) == ((662200  nnaannoommeetteerrss))
OORRAANNGGEE::  55889900 ÅÅ ((ÅÅnnggssttrroommss)) == ((558899  nnaannoommeetteerrss))
YYEELLLLOOWW::  55551100 ÅÅ ((ÅÅnnggssttrroommss)) == ((555511  nnaannoommeetteerrss))
GGRREEEENN::  55112200 ÅÅ ((ÅÅnnggssttrroommss)) == ((551122  nnaannoommeetteerrss))
BBLLUUEE::  44775500  ÅÅ ((ÅÅnnggssttrroommss)) == ((447755  nnaannoommeetteerrss))
IINNDDIIGGOO::  44449900  ÅÅ ((ÅÅnnggssttrroommss)) ==  ((444499  nnaannoommeetteerrss))
VVIIOOLLEETT::  44223300  ÅÅ ((ÅÅnnggssttrroommss))  ==  ((442233  nnaannoommeetteerrss))

Below violet we find ultraviolet, and above red is infrared.
The quantity of energy of each color is inversely proportional to its
wavelength. The higher the wavelength, the greater the penetration into the
skin and the lower the charge of energy will be.
So red is the color that penetrates most, then comes orange, then yellow,
green, blue, indigo and violet.  Violet only reaches limited depths, however it
infuses a large quantity of energy. 
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Accessories for Well & Tonic and Well & Tonic Ultrasonic
Professional [pages 83-87]

1 pc. art. 9896 - Applicator-holder handpiece for body treatment,
complete with chromo-therapy function

1 pc. art. 9897 - Handpiece for face treatment, complete with 
chromo-therapy function

1 pc. art. 9898 - Roll applicator, big
1 pc. art. 9899 - Roll applicator, small
2 pcs. art. 9906 - Ball applicator
10 pcs. art. 9907 - Sanitary plate for face handpiece
12 pcs. art. 9911 - Leotard-holder case
5 pcs. art. 9908 - 100% polyamide leotard Beauty Skin, size ML
5 pcs. art. 9909 - 100% polyamide leotard Beauty Skin, size XL
2 pcs. art. 9910 - 100% polyamide leotard Beauty Skin, size XXL

Accessories for Well & Tonic [pages 83-87]

10 pcs. art. 9892 - Memory Card for Art. 9085

Accessories for Well & Tonic Ultrasonic Professional 
[pages 83-87]

10 pcs. art. 9930 - Memory Card for Art. 9087
6 pcs. art. 9861 - Ultrasound plates 
2 pcs. art. 9864 - Adjustable elastic band, size 60x8H cm 
4 pcs. art. 9865 - Adjustable elastic band, size 80x8H cm 
2 pcs. art. 9866 - Adjustable elastic band, size 100x8H cm 
3 pcs. art. 9816 - Electrostimulation conductive gel

Body Progress Well & Tonic 
Ultrasonic Professional
In order to increase the endodermic massage action, ultrasounds are applied
before starting the massage. By preparing the area to be treated, the
ultrasounds interaction helps to break up the adipose cells and make the
mechanical action of the endodermic massage easy and more effective. 

Ultrasounds
Once applied on the body tissue, the ultrasound waves lose part of their
energy due to the natural barrier of the living organism. This process is known
as attenuation and translates into heat. The interaction of the ultrasound waves
with the biological tissues promotes the mechanical, thermal and chemical
actions.

The mechanical action is generated when the tissue particles move and come
into contact with the ultrasonic waves. The deriving ultrasound waves increase
the membrane permeability, thus promoting the inside liquid separation.

The thermal action basically depends on the body tissue resistance. The
ultrasound waves pass through the soft tissue and case a natural temperature
increase, thereby raising the metabolic reactions and generating a higher
lipolysis into the adipose cells.

The chemical action promotes both the local pH variation and the cellular
membrane permeability.
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Body Progress Soft & Solve
Soft & Solve is a computer-aided last generation appliance aimed at
contributing to reduce the adipose tissue by combining specifically
selected lipolythic electrical wave models with locally applied
infrared rays.The infrared photobiological emission gently acts on
the fat tissues. By raising the local temperature, the natural
enzymatic activity is increased, thereby favoring the local lipolyisis.
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Body Progress Soft & Solve
Infrared rays are electromagnetic waves having a wavelength ranging from 760
to 1000nm (nanometer).The name infrared comes from the proximity of the
red color to the spectrum (frequency range) of the visible light. It is one of the
colors perceptible by the human eye.
Infrared rays are able to pass through all the epidermis layers without heating
them, thus reaching the panniculus adiposus. Once they reach the fat area, the
infrared photobiological radiation increases its temperature and the enzymatic
activity, thereby favoring the local lipolysis.

Soft & Solve is equipped with a special IInnffrraarreedd  PPrrooffeessssiioonnaall  ppllaattee featuring a
central part through which the infrared ray is emitted and two electrodes
enabling to perform also electrolipolysis or localized stimulation and drainage
treatments. This specific application does not result into a stimulation of the
muscles but into a localized drainage favoring the migration of those liquids
which are not metabolized through the lymphatic system. 

Equally importantly, by exploiting 66  iinnnnoovvaattiivvee  ttyyppeess  ooff  eelleeccttrroommaaggnneettiicc  wwaavveess,,
Soft & Solve allows to combine with each other 6 different muscle stimulation
functions, and can thus be used as a standard electro-stimulator appliance,
using, if required, traditional conductive electrodes instead of the Infrared
Professional plates.

CCeelllluulliittee  rreedduuccttiioonn  --  EElleeccttrroolliippoollyyssiiss..
The electrolipolysis treatment delivers a toning and stimulating action which
reduces cellulite deposits and stimulates local circulation, which, in turn, causes
the cells to increase metabolic demands and thus fat consumption.

IImmpprroovveemmeenntt  ooff  llooccaall  cciirrccuullaattiioonn,, which stimulates the derma’s elastic
structure, thus toning up the skin, and favors the drainage of the substances
expelled into the tissue fluid, which can then be easily eliminated through the
diuresis process.
The synergic action of low-frequency oscillating currents develops a beneficial
toning and stimulating action, leading to the gradual reduction of the existing
cellulite mass.

SSeeqquueennttiiaall  ffaaccee  oorr  bbooddyy  ddrraaiinnaaggee,,  through sequential electro-stimulation
treatment, which invigorates the lymphatic system and thus favors the natural
formation of nourishing substances.
Such action causes an improvement in both muscle tone and skin appearance,
favoring the natural increase of diuresis in individuals suffering from water
retention.

LLooccaalliizzeedd  sslliimmmmiinngg  due to the elimination of water build-ups in the connective
tissue.
The result of the currents and the active substances employed can be seen as
from the first sessions.

TToonniinngg  uupp  ooff  mmuusscclleess with remarkable improvement of tissue elasticity and
skin appearance.
Body stimulation is normally carried out through three types of treatments,
selected based on the characteristics of the specific person.
Buttocks, stomach, chest muscles can all be treated. And so can facial muscles,
with a reduction of face relaxation and tiredness and an increase in skin
luminosity, for a revitalized appearance.

Large tilt-out laundry hamper with
cosmetics area.

Spacious drawer for accessory or 
ready-to-use materials.

Power outlet for the appliance and the
auxiliary unit.
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Accessories [pages 83-87]

1 pc. art. 9869 - Electrode-holder bag equipped with connecting cables
10 pcs. art. 9845 - Bipolar cable for plate electrodes
2 pcs. art. 9864 - 60x80mm band, gray
8 pcs. art. 9865 - 80x80mm band, gray
2 pcs. art. 9866 - 100x80mm band, gray
8 pcs. art. 9741 - 4 pcs. 35x45mm electrodes
8 pcs. art. 9748 - 4 pcs. 45x45mm electrodes
16 pcs. art. 9768 - 120x80mm plate electrode
4 pcs. art. 9770 - 30 pcs. disposable electrodes
16 pcs. art. 9771 - 60x80mm plate electrodes
4 pcs. art. 9772 - 40x10mm band, azure
4 pcs. art. 9773 - 60x10mm band, azure
4 pcs. art. 9774 - 80x10mm band, azure
4 pcs. art. 9775 - 100x10mm band, azure
8 pcs. art. 9893 - Plate with infrared emitters
10 pcs. art. 9891 - Soft & Solve memory card
16 pcs. art. 9894 Sponge electrodes having double connection for infrared

emitter, 56x90mm
8 pcs. art. 9895 - 4 disposable electrodes having double connection for

infrared emitter, 53x96mm

Electro-stimulation and lymph drainage face treatments
- Large digital display featuring extremely high resolution
- Easy Pad system: allowing to visualize the correct positioning of the
electrodes.

- 43 different treatments:
- 8 ultrasound programs + electrolipolysis
- 6 ultrasound programs + electrostimulation for woman
- 7 electrostimulation programs - woman
- 6 ultrasound programs + electrostimulation for man
- 6 electrostimulation programs - man
- 2 Infrared programs + lymph drainage massage 
- 8 body & face lymph drainage massage programs

Parameters which can be personalized:
- Current output
- Infrared wave output
- Treatment time
- Treatment stage time
- Frequency values: from 2Hz to198Hz
- Set pause time: adjustable from -1 to + 10 seconds
- Set pulse emission duration: adjustable from 1 to 10 seconds
- Type of electrical wave

Personalized programs with the MEMORY CARD. It allows to store any pre-
set or personalized program and repeat it simply by inserting the card.
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Body Progress Modeling
A pressure-massage appliance, specifically designed to provide a
lymph-draining action through the use of leggings and armlets
consisting of overlaid segments.
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Large tilt-out laundry hamper with
cosmetics area.

Spacious drawer for accessory or
ready-to-use materials.

Power outlet for the appliance and the
auxiliary unit.

Body Progress Modeling
The air supply is constantly controlled by a microprocessor, which ensures that
air flow and pressure inside the inflatable elements remains unchanged.
The appliance produces a physiologically peristaltic compression, which
uniformly envelopes the extremities from the bottom, like a wave, thus aiding
the elimination of toxins from the tissues.
When sequential lymph drainage is used within a slimming program, Body
Progress Modeling helps eliminating excess interstitial liquid as well as
stimulating local natural processes and local micro-circulation.

- 10 active outlets.
- Total Body, a complete set consisting of:
leggings with inguinal pressure sections;
inflatable elements for abdominal area;
armlets with inflatable hand elements;
bag container.

- Personalized programs with the MEMORY CARD.
It allows to store any pre-set or personalized program (new programs) and
repeat it simply by inserting the card into the proper slot.

- 3 total body programs treatments which allow to work on both upper and
lower limbs simultaneously; diversified programs based on client’s individual
requirements and problems.

- 6 leg programs: 8-section lower-limb treatments; diversified programs based
on client’s individual requirements and problems.

- 1 arm program: 2-section ascending peristaltic treatment; helps drainage of
fluids ensuring a reduction of treated part.

- Digital wide-sizeTouch Screen.

Parameters may be adjusted by the beauty expert to suit the individual
customer:

- total treatment time;
- pressure level;
- duration for each inflatable segment, adjustable from 1 to 40 seconds
massage cycle duration;

- end-of-cycle pause time or exclusion;
- possibility to exclude one or more inflatable sections:
an extremely useful function when there are areas which do not require
treatment.

Test function
Press the related button to visualize the selected treatment sequence.

“Help” function
It supplies quick on-line explanations during operation.

Safe use
The latest generation P.C.S. (Pressure Control System) system keeps pressure
values constant in all sectors, even during the first massage cycle. It also
ensures the treatment automatic stop if anomalous pressure conditions occur,
thus avoiding to exceed the maximum threshold admitted of
0.2ATM/132mmHG, while safeguarding the appliance.

ACCESSORIES [pages 83-87]

1 pc. art. 9836 - Modeling Progress legging
20 pcs. art. 9783 –TNT presso-therapy pants
10 pcs. art. 9839 - Memory Card, additional memory for personalized

treatments
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Body Progress Benexere
The latest computerized generation appliance which perfectly
combines the ultrasound technology with 6 different
electromagnetic waves.As a consequence, it contributes to reduce
both adipose tissue and cellulite, while improving the muscle tone
and the skin appearance.
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Large tilt-out laundry hamper with
cosmetics area.

Spacious drawer for accessory or
ready-to-use materials.

Power outlet for the appliance and the
auxiliary unit.

Ultrasounds
Once applied on the body tissue, the ultrasound waves lose part of their
energy due to the natural barrier of the living organism.This process is known
as attenuation and translates into heat.
The interaction of the ultrasound waves with the biological tissues promotes
the mechanical, thermal and chemical actions.

The mechanical action is generated when the tissue particles move and come
into contact with the ultrasound waves. The deriving ultrasound waves
increase the membrane permeability, thus promoting the inside liquid
separation.

The thermal action basically depends on the body tissue resistance. The
ultrasound waves passes through the soft tissue and causes a natural
temperature increase, thereby raising the metabolic reactions and generating a
higher lipolysis into the adipose cells.

The chemical action promotes both the local pH variation and the cellular
membrane permeability. Benexere is equipped with a special ultrasound plate
featuring a central metal part through which ultrasound waves are emitted,
and two electrodes, enabling to perform also electrolipolysis or localized
stimulation and drainage treatments. This specific application does not result
into a stimulation of the muscles but into a localized toning up of the area
under the ultrasound plate. Equally important, by exploiting 6 innovative types
of electromagnetic waves, this appliance allows to combine with each other 6
different muscle stimulation functions, and can thus be used as a standard
electro-stimulator appliance, using, if required, traditional conductive electrodes
instead of ultrasound plates.

- Cellulite reduction - Electrolipolysis. The electrolipolysis treatment delivers a
toning and stimulating action which reduces cellulite deposits and stimulates
local circulation, which, in turn, causes the cells to increase metabolic
demands and thus fat consumption. 

- Improvement of local circulation, - which stimulates the dermis’s elastic
structure, thus toning up the skin, and favors the drainage of the substances
expelled into the tissue fluid, which can then be easily eliminated through the
diuresis process.
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- Sequential face or body drainage, through sequential electro-stimulation
treatment, which invigorates the lymphatic system and thus favors the natural
formation of nourishing substances.

- Localized slimming, due to the elimination of excess water retention in the
connective tissue. The result of the currents and the active substances
employed can be seen from the first sessions.

- Toning up of the muscular tissue, with a significant improvement in the
elasticity of the tissues and the appearance of the skin. Body stimulation is
normally carried out through three types of treatments, selected on base on
the characteristics of the specific person. 

- Electro-stimulation and lymph drainage treatments.
- Large digital display featuring extremely high resolution.
- Easy Pad system: allowing to visualize the correct positioning of the
electrodes.

- 43 different treatments:
8 ultrasound programs + electrolipolysis
6 ultrasound programs + electrostimulation for woman
7 electrostimulation programs - woman
6 ultrasound programs + electrostimulation for man
6 electrostimulation programs - man
2 ultrasound programs + lymph drainage massage 
8 body & face lymph drainage massage programs

Parameters which can be personalized:
- Current output
- Ultrasound wave output
- Treatment time
- Treatment stage time
- Frequency values: from 2Hz to198Hz
- Set pause time: adjustable from -1 to + 10 seconds
- Set pulse emission duration: adjustable from 1 to 10 seconds
- Type of electrical wave

- The “HELP” function supplies important useful information on the appliance’s
operation and quick on-line explanations.

- Personalized programs with the MEMORY CARD. It allows to store any 
pre-set or personalized program and repeat it simply by inserting the card.

Accessories [pages 83-87]

10 pcs. art. 9845 - Bipolar cable with automatic connections and plug  
8 pcs. art. 9861 - Ultrasound plates 
8 pcs. art. 9748 - Each pack contains 4 single-patient adhesive electrodes,

size 45x80mm
8 pcs. art. 9741 - Each pack contains 4 single-patient adhesive electrodes,

size 35x45mm
16 pcs. art. 9768 - Reusable plate electrode with automatic coupling

120x80mm
16 pcs. art. 9771 - Reusable plate electrode with automatic coupling

60x80mm
2 pcs. art. 9864 - Adjustable elastic band, size 60x8H cm 
8 pcs. art. 9865 - Adjustable elastic band, size 80x8H cm 
2 pcs. art. 9866 - Adjustable elastic band, size 100x8H cm 
16 pcs. art. 9867 - Rubberized plate electrode for ultrasound plate
3 pcs. art. 9868 - Each pack contains  2 saline bands
4 pcs. art. 9772 - Adjustable elastic band, size 40x10H cm 
4 pcs. art. 9773 - Adjustable elastic band, size 60x10H cm 
4 pcs. art. 9774 - Adjustable elastic band, size 80x10H cm 
4 pcs. art. 9775 - Adjustable elastic band, size 100x10H cm 
4 pcs. art. 9770 - Each pack contains 50 single-patient adhesive electrodes,

Ø 35mm
10 pcs. art. 9862 - Memory Card, additional memory for personalized

treatments 
3 pcs. art. 9816 - Electrostimulation conductive gel
1 pc. art. 9869 - Bag for electrostimulation

Options [pages 83-87]

Art. 9848 - Bipolar cable with automatic couplings and 4-way PLUG jack

Body Progress Benexere
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Beauty & Beauty Reducer
Beauty & Beauty Reducer develops a benefic action aimed at
reducing the circumference by using the electro-sculpting-
electrophoresis function. Particularly suitable for treating people
with visible slight blemishes in wide areas of the body.
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Beauty & Beauty Reducer
The electro-sculpting treatment can be combined with the electro-stimulation
treatment, which uses specific programs for muscular toning up.The electro-
stimulation function has been specifically studied to increase the toning up
action on the areas to be treated, thereby considerably improving tissue and
skin elasticity.

Reducer (electro-sculpting)
The combined action of proper cosmetic products with low-frequency
galvanic, waving and excitomotor currents develops a beneficial tonic and
stimulating effect aimed at progressively reducing the existing cellulite mass.

Localized slimming due to the elimination of water build-ups.
Electrophoresis favors the positive and efficient action of specific slimming and
toning up cosmetic products.

Beauty & Beauty Reducer is particularly suitable for helping treatments whose
aim is to prevent cellulite and fat formation.

Improvement of tissue elasticity, due to the natural re-balancing of the tissue
activity and cell exchanges.
Decongestant effect, particularly in the lower limbs.

Its application is particularly suitable for helping treatments whose aim is to
prevent cellulite and fat formation.

Stimol (electrostimulation)
Toning up of muscles with remarkable improvement of tissue elasticity and
skin appearance.
The muscle stimulation can be carried out in combination with the electro-
sculpting treatment to harden and firm up the buttock area or the abdominal
muscles.
If used alone, the Stimol function offers 6 independent channels for firming up
the areas which have been treated with the electro-sculpting function.
By using the optional 4-way cables (Art. 9848) you can double the
electrostimulation single outlets, thereby having the possibility to involve up to
12 areas.

Reducer + Stimol

5 programs:
- Cellulite + Buttock Hardening
- Cellulite + Abdominal Muscle Hardening
- Cellulite + Abdominal Muscle & Buttock Hardening
- Compact Cellulite + Drainage

Large tilt-out laundry hamper with
cosmetics area.

Spacious drawer for accessory or
ready-to-use materials.

Power outlet for the appliance and the
auxiliary unit.
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Accessories [pages 83-87]

6 pcs. art. 9845 - Bipolar cable with automatic connections and PLUG-IN
jack

4 pcs. art. 9848 - 4-way bipolar cable with automatic connections and
PLUG-IN jack

1 pc. art. 9980 - Electrode-holder bag equipped with connecting cables
6 pcs. art. 9748 - Each pack contains 4 single-patient adhesive electrodes,

size 45x80mm
12 pcs. art. 9771 - Reusable plate electrode with automatic coupling

60x80mm
2 pcs. art. 9772 - Adjustable elastic band, size 40x10H cm
2 pcs. art. 9773 - Adjustable elastic band, size 60x10H cm
2 pcs. art. 9774 - Adjustable elastic band, size 80x10H cm
2 pcs. art. 9775 - Adjustable elastic band, size 100x10H cm
10 pcs. art. 9976 - Memory Card
10 pcs. art. 99154 - Automatic coupling adapter / crocodile - red
10 pcs. art. 99154 - Automatic coupling adapter / crocodile - black
5 pcs. art. 9785 -Wrinkled cotton elastic band, size: 20cm x 5m
12 pcs. art. 9768 - Plate electrode, size 120x80mm
2 pcs. art. 9766 - Conductive rubber-coated strip electrode, size: 8m

length, 2.5cm height

Reducer

7 programs:
- Cellulite:
- Loose Cellulite
- Compact Cellulite
- Adipose Cellulite
- Intensive Drainage
- Breast & Abdomen
- Arms, Breast & Abdomen

Stimol function

5 programs:
- Buttock &Thighs
- Abdominal Muscles
- Breast
- Thighs
- Thighs & Abdominal Muscles

Great flexibility
- 4 + 2 independent channels for the Stimol function
- 2 independent channels for the Reducer function
- Visualization of all electrode application methods on big color display
- Quick setting of all working parameters
- Personalized treatments with use of the “Confidential Card”
- Wide and exhaustive range of accessories
- Electrode-holder bag equipped with connecting cables
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Body Progress Body Sculpture
Ultrasonic & Infrared

Art. 9093
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Large tilt-out laundry hamper with
cosmetics area.

Spacious drawer for accessories or
ready-to-use materials

Power outlet for the appliance and the
auxiliary unit.

Specifically selected lipolythic electrical wave models, such as

electrolipolysis and electrostimulation, combine with Infrared Rays, and

Ultrasounds thereby enhancing the biological effect on the irradiated

tissues.

The infrared photobiological emission gently acts on the fat tissues. By

raising the local temperature, the natural enzymatic activity is increased,

thereby favoring the local lipolyisis. Ultrasounds contribute to visibly

reduce both adipose tissue and cellulite.

The combined programs of electrostimulation and drainage come with 6

different electromagnetic wave models which are generated in combination

with Ultrasounds + Infrared Rays. They act on the muscle tone and the

skin slackening, thereby improving the general skin aspect.

Ultrasounds
Once applied on the body tissue, the ultrasound waves lose part of their

energy due to the natural barrier of the living organism. This process is

known as attenuation and translates into heat. The interaction of the

ultrasound waves with the biological tissues promotes the mechanical,

thermal and chemical actions.

The mechanical action is generated when the tissue particles move and

come into contact with the ultrasonic waves. The deriving ultrasound

waves increase the membrane permeability, thus promoting the inside

liquid separation.

The thermal action basically depends on the body tissue resistance. The

ultrasound waves passes through the soft tissue and causes a natural

temperature increase, thereby raising the metabolic reactions and

generating a higher lipolysis into the adipose cells.

The chemical action promotes both the local pH variation and the cellular

membrane permeability.

Body Sculpture is equipped with a special ultrasound plate featuring a

central metal part through which ultrasound waves are emitted and two

electrodes enabling to perform also electrolipolysis or localized stimulation

and drainage treatments.

This specific application does not result into a stimulation of the muscles

but into a localized toning up of the area under the ultrasound plate.

ULTRASOUND

ELECTROLIPOLISYS
STIMULATION

ELECTROLIPOLISYS
STIMULATION

INFRARED LIGHTS

ULTRASOUNDINFRARED LIGHT

STIMULATIONELECTROLIPOLISYS
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Body Progress Body Sculpture
Ultrasonic & Infrared

The Infrared
Infrared rays are electromagnetic waves having a wavelength ranging from 760
to 1nm (nanometer). 
The name infrared comes from the proximity of the red color to the
spectrum (frequency range) of the visible light. It is one of the colors
perceptible by the human eye.
Infrared rays are able to pass through all the epidermis layers without heating
them, thus reaching the panniculus adiposus.  
Once they reach the fat area, the infrared photobiological radiation increases
its temperature and the enzymatic activity, thereby favoring the local lipolysis.

The Treatments
Equally important, by exploiting 66  iinnnnoovvaattiivvee  ttyyppeess  ooff  eelleeccttrroommaaggnneettiicc  wwaavveess,,
Body Sculpture allows to combine with each other 6 different muscle
stimulation functions, and can thus be used as a standard electro-stimulator
appliance, using, if required, traditional conductive electrodes instead of
ultrasound plates.

- CCeelllluulliittee  rreedduuccttiioonn  --  EElleeccttrroolliippoollyyssiiss..  The electrolipolysis treatment delivers a
toning and stimulating action which reduces cellulite deposits and stimulates
local circulation, which, in turn, causes the cells to increase metabolic
demands and thus fat consumption.

- IImmpprroovveemmeenntt  ooff  llooccaall  cciirrccuullaattiioonn,,  which stimulates the dermis’s elastic
structure, thus toning up the skin, and favors the drainage of the substances
expelled into the tissue fluid, which can then be easily eliminated through the
diuresis process. The synergic action of low-frequency oscillating currents
develops a beneficial toning and stimulating action, leading to the gradual
reduction of the existing cellulite mass.

- SSeeqquueennttiiaall  ffaaccee  oorr  bbooddyy  ddrraaiinnaaggee,,  through sequential electro-stimulation
treatment, which invigorates the lymphatic system and thus favors the natural
formation of nourishing substances. Such action causes an improvement in
both muscle tone and skin appearance, favoring the natural increase of
diuresis in individuals suffering from water retention.

- LLooccaalliizzeedd  sslliimmmmiinngg due to the elimination of excess water retention in the
connective tissue. The result of the currents and the active substances
employed can be seen from the first sessions.

- TToonniinngg  uupp  ooff  tthhee  mmuussccuullaarr  ttiissssuuee  with a significant improvement in the
elasticity of the tissues and the appearance of the skin. Body stimulation is
normally carried out through three types of treatments, selected on base on
the characteristics of the specific person. Buttocks, stomach, chest muscles
can all be treated. And so can facial muscles, with a reduction of face
relaxation and tiredness and an increase in skin luminosity, for a revitalized
appearance.

- Electro-stimulation and lymph drainage ffaaccee  ttrreeaattmmeennttss..

The Technology.
- LLaarrggee  ddiiggiittaall  ddiissppllaayy featuring extremely high resolution.
- Easy Pad system: allowing to visualize the correct positioning of the
electrodes.
- 4433  ttrreeaattmmeenntt  pprrooggrraammss  
- CCuussttoommiizzaabbllee  pprrooggrraammss  oonn  MMeemmoorryy  CCaarrdd
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- Professional treatments with:
- Infrared + Ultrasounds + Electrolipolysis
- Infrared + Ultrasounds + Electrostimulation
- Infrared + Ultrasounds + Drainage
- Body and face electrostimulation
- Body and face lympho-drainage

Body Sculpture comes with 8 Ultrasound Mix Plates + Infrared which
guarantee the whole body treatment, as well as a wide range of accessories.

Parameters which can be personalized:
- Current output
- Ultrasound wave output
- Treatment time
- Treatment stage time
- Frequency values: from 2Hz to198Hz
- Set pause time: adjustable from -1 to + 10 seconds
- Set pulse emission duration: adjustable from 1 to 10 seconds
- Type of electrical wave

- The “HELP” function supplies important useful information on the appliance’s
operation and quick on-line explanations.
- Personalized programs with the MEMORY CARD. It allows to store any 
pre-set or personalized program and repeat it simply by inserting the card.
- 1 handy bag allowing to store all the electrodes into specific side pockets,
thereby keeping the working station always neat. In addition, each pocket
comes with electrode connectors to speed up connecting them. 

59
beauty division

Accessories [pages 83-87]

10 pcs. art. 9845 - Bipolar cable with automatic connections and plug 
8 pcs. art. 9933 - Ultrasound Mix plates + Infrared
8 pcs. art. 9748 - Each pack contains 4 single-patient adhesive electrodes,
size 45x80mm

8 pcs. art. 9741 - Each pack contains 4 single-patient adhesive electrodes,
size 35x45mm

16 pcs. art. 9768 - Reusable plate electrode with automatic coupling
120x80mm

16 pcs. art. 9771 - Reusable plate electrode with automatic coupling
60x80mm

2 pcs. art. 9864 - Adjustable elastic band, size 60x8H cm 
8 pcs. art. 9865 - Adjustable elastic band, size 80x8H cm 
2 pcs. art. 9866 - Adjustable elastic band, size 100x8H cm 
16 pcs. art. 9867 - Rubberized plate electrode for ultrasound plate, size
60x85mm

4 pcs. art. 9868 - Each pack contains  2 saline bands
4 pcs. art. 9772 - Adjustable elastic band, size 40x10H cm 
4 pcs. art. 9773 - Adjustable elastic band, size 60x10H cm 
4 pcs. art. 9774 - Adjustable elastic band, size 80x10H cm 
4 pcs. art. 9775 - Adjustable elastic band, size 100x10H cm 
4 pcs. art. 9770 - Each pack contains 30 single-patient adhesive electrodes,
Ø 35mm

10 pcs. art. 9932 - Memory Card, additional memory for personalized
treatments 

3 pcs. art. 9816 - Electrostimulation and ultrasound treatment conductive
gel

1 pc. art. 9869 - Electrode-holder bag equipped with connecting cables
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Beauty Partner
IntraMeso System
An innovative and revolutionary appliance acting directly on the
cell membrane thanks to specific pulses with variable symmetry.
It provides beneficial effects on blemishes linked to skin tone and
cellulite.
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Large tilt-out laundry hamper with
cosmetics area.

Spacious drawer for accessories or
ready-to-use materials.

Power outlet for the appliance and the
auxiliary unit.

Beauty Partner reaches the deepest layers of derma quickly and easily, with
visible and effective results since the first application.

Beauty Partner comes with the exclusive IntraMeso System. By acting in
combination with effective cosmetic products, it helps to solve blemish
problems such as:

- wrinkles
- toning up of facial muscles
- cellulite and localized fat deposits
- breast and buttock hardening
- stretch marks
- moisture and nourishment of skin

How does it work?
Transdermic vehiculation is carried out by applying a specific wave shape with
variable symmetry, which helps to open the tissue channels quicker than with
other traditional methods such as ionophoresis or electrolysis in general.

The IntraMeso System uses specific handpieces with applicators equipped with
a product ionization chamber, and acts in combination with the exclusive
product conveyor. Active principles are so vehiculated without the need to use
conductive gels.

The applicators have been specifically studied to treat face and body, and
perfectly replace the needle functionality. They act on the surface without
affecting the derma, and allow product to act more effectively than if used in
combination with a conductive gel. In addition, treatment times are reduced.

We highly recommend you to carry out a good Scrub treatment before using
the IntraMeso System. The treatment success is linked to the association of
two essential methods: cleansing of the skin aimed at removing the excess
corneal layer, and vehiculation of the product, even if it consists of substances
with high molecular weight.

Beauty Partner comes with the Ultrasound Scrub function, developing a
intrafollicular action for deeply cleansing skin, and the Surface Scrub function,
developing a surface action by using proper rotary brushes.
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Accessories [pages 83-87]

1 pc. art. 9959 - IntraMeso handpiece 
1 pc. art. 9961 - Face applicator
1 pc. art. 9960 - Body applicator
1 pc. art. 9832 - Ultrasound handpiece 
1 pc. art. 9840 - Brush-holder handpiece
1 pc. art. 9720 - Bristle brush - hard ø 40mm
1 pc. art. 9721 - Goathair brush - soft ø 40mm
1 pc. art. 9722 - Goathair brush - soft ø 20mm
1 pc. art. 9723 - Bristle brush - hard ø 20mm
1 pc. art. 9725 - Bristle brush - hard ø 100mm
1 pc. art. 9726 - Bristle brush - hard ø 70mm
20 pcs. art. 9978 - 10ml-syringe
1 pc. art. 9962 - Pedal drive
1 pc. art. 9965 - Disposable reference plate, 132sqcm., each pack contains
5 pcs.

1 pc. art. 9966 - Disposable reference plate, 75sqcm., each pack contains 5
pcs.

1 pc. art. 9967 - Connection cable for reference plate
1 pc. art. 9986 - Antioxidant solution - tensioning-effect - 100ml
1 pc. art. 9987 - Solution for localized fat deposits - lipolytic effect - 100ml

Technical data:

Max consumption power: 140W
Emitted frequency: 5 - 100Hz
Treated area with the face applicator : 2.5sqcm.
Treated area with the body applicator : 9sqcm.
Product application method: manual
Earth plate connection: Extra flexible cable with pliers and quick
disconnect connector.

Beauty Partner 
IntraMeso System
In addition to personalized programs, Beauty Partner comes with three
different treatment programs allowing to carry out: “Soft - Medium &
Intensive” treatments, which automatically manage the ionizing current delivery
with no need of setting by the operator, thereby making using the appliance
extremely easy and safe.

Treatments:
- Face and neck and shoulder preset programs
- Body programs
- 3 automatic treatment programs: “Soft”, “Medium”, “Intensive”.
- 1 “free” program for personalized treatments

Scrub
- 25KHz Ultrasound function
- Sensitive skin - Greasy skin - Dry skin
- Brush function
- Complete set of brushes

Dispenser cartridge filling data
Product dosage: by means of the handpiece 10cc syringe 
Product measure: handpiece filling by means of the syringe
Handpiece connection: by means of the extra flexible cable
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Body Progress Perfect Beauty
Thermo Concept
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Perfect Beauty is a professional piece of equipment for beauty treatments
aimed at local slimming. It comes with 6 thermal strips Infrared System
Termicband and the innovative infrared ray Physio-sauna with 5 independent
sectors giving the operator the opportunity to perform specific and
personalized slimming treatments easily and safely.

It uses heat biophysical principles and takes advantage of their thermal use
criteria, and applies them to the human body: the temperature increase
produces a higher metabolic reaction, thereby stimulating the natural cell
exchange of the adipose cells and helping to rebalance the metabolism which,
thanks to the infrared rays, is reached deeply.

64

Perfect Beauty exploits the biophysics principles of heat and the related
criteria for the utilization of thermal energy on the human body. An increase in
body temperature by only 3°C, for example from 37° to 40°C entails a
remarkable increase in metabolic activity, while ensuring total comfort.

Physio-sauna treatment.
A dynamic and uniform distribution of the differentiated heat is the key
feature of the new infrared ray Physio-sauna. Thanks to its controlled thermal
action, deriving from its 5 special thermosetting infrared elements, beauty
treatments can be carried out at different temperature stages and in
combination with proper cosmetic and thermal products, while working on
specific body parts.

Large tilt-out laundry hamper with
cosmetics area.

Spacious drawer for accessories or 
ready-to-use materials.

Power outlet for the appliance and the
auxiliary unit.

Body Progress Perfect Beauty
Thermo Concept
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Accessories [pages 83-87]

5 pcs. art. 21212 - Non-toxic towel for mud treatments, size
220x180cm

1 pc. art. 9940 - Physio-blanket complete with 5 thermosetting 
elements, size 190x160cm. 190x160cm.

5 pcs. art. 9783 – Presso-therapy pants
2 pcs. art. 9812 - Thermosetting band for abdomen 
1 pc. art. 9813 - Thermosetting band for left thigh
1 pc. art. 9814 - Thermosetting band for right thigh 
10 pcs. art. 9931 - Memory Card
2 pcs. art. 9818 - Thermosetting band for arms
4 pcs. art. 9868 - Each pack contains 2 saline bands

Treatments that can be performed with Physio-sauna and
the thermosetting straps INFRARED TERMICBAND:
- General and localized slimming. This action is further improved by the
active substances contained in the cosmetic product employed 
(paraffin, mud, algae) and results can be seen as from the first sessions.

- Favors the penetration and the beneficial action of slimming, toning,
aromatic or organic preparations.

- The cellulite reduction treatment can be summarized in stimulation of
metabolism, peripheral vasodilatation and remarkable water reduction.

5 specific physio-sauna treatments for proper cosmetic
product application:
1 essential oils
2 paraffin wax
3 cellulite cream
4 muds and/or algaes
5 lower limbs gentle treatments specific for heat-sensible skin

16 specific Termicband treatments for proper cosmetic
product application:
1 compact cellulite
2 edematous cellulite
3 loose cellulite
4 leg slimming
5 arm slimming
6 total body - woman
7 soft - legs
8 buttock and thigh slimming
9 soft - vasodilatating effect
10 localized fat - woman
11 gynoid woman
12 android woman
13 small woman
14 abdominal fat - man
15 android man
16 total body - man

State-of-the-art technology
- Creation of personalized programs with Memory Key.
- Help function, which supplies quick on-line explanations during operation.

- 5 different heating areas for physio-sauna 
- Individually-removable heating elements.
- Individual temperature adjustment for each heating element.
- Possibility to cut out one or more heating areas.

- 6 independent channels.
- 16 treatment programs designed to suit different types of blemish and
cosmetic products.

T O T A L  
CONTROL

°C
A U T O M AT I C
TEMPERATURE
T O T A L  
CONTROL
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Check In
Professional system for skin, cellulite and hair analysis.

Art. 9111
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Large tilt-out laundry hamper with
cosmetics area.

Spacious drawer for accessories or
ready-to-use materials.

Power outlet for the appliance and the
auxiliary unit.

An innovative and comprehensive system for the assessment of the main
parameters relating to skin, cellulite and hair.

- Easy to use.

- Personalized testing thanks to specific analyses of the various body and face
zones.

- Professional recommendations and advice immediately available on screen,
with possibility of printing the results on dedicated paper slip and/or
transferring them to your computer via a simple USB pen-drive.

- Storage of customer data, with possibility of monitoring results over time.

Why use Check In?
- To offer customers comprehensive testing in support of the beautician’s own
“diagnosis”.

- To promote customer loyalty.

- To support and increase sales of cosmetic products and treatments.

- To offer a new opportunity for differentiation in terms of service and
professionalism.

Data and image processing
“Navigating” Check In’s settings is now easier than ever; the practical touch-
screen display allows to easily set individual tests or analysis programs, which
can be carried out step-by-step using a very simple on-line wizard, taking you
all the way to the end of the test.
Comments, results and past records can be very easily retrieved.

Individual tests
- Moisture level
- Elasticity
- Sebum level
- pH
- Melanin level
- Phototype
- Temperature – Cellulite stage
- Biological age

Comprehensive programs
- Face (general)
- Sensitive skin
- Anti-aging (2 levels)
- Whitening
- Tolerance to UV rays
- Hands
- Scalp
- Cellulite, circulation and water retention.
- Assessment of temperature variation and digital thermal mapping of
concerned area. Identification of cellulite stage through thermal analysis
combined with visual and tactile assessment of skin.
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Check In
Print-Out Slip
- Test data
- Graph representation of data
- Comments and advice on test results.

A4-Size Print-Out
- All test data
- Graph representation of data relating to individual parameters
- Detailed results and graphs relating to combined programs
- Detailed advice and images
- Printing of customer database screen pages.

Options
Microcamera skin analysis 
Check In is ready to be connected to the microcamera unit, allowing to
extend the range of available tests and complete the data obtained through
the probes with the analysis and  processing of images.

In addition, special polarized filters allow to optimize the microcamera’s ability
to capture elements under the skin’s surface, such as capillaries and melanine
build-up areas.
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Accessories [pages 83-87]

1 pc. art. 9988 - Moisturizing probe
1 pc. art. 9989 - Melanine probe
1 pc. art. 9990 - Elasticity probe
1 pc. art. 9991 – Sebum probe
1 pc. art. 9993 – pH probe
1 pc. art. 9992 – Temperature probe
1 pc. art. 99116 - Thermal map band
1 pc. art. 9994 – Sebum recharge
1 pc. art. 99117 - Calibration and cleaning kit for pH probe

Options [pages 83-87]

Art. 9995 - Microcamera kit with lens and filters

The extensive range of enlargements available (10 - 400x) makes for optimal visualization:

- Details of tiny skin imperfections
- General view of skin

- Condition of hair and scalp

- Special conditions, such as sensitive skin, acne and cellulite
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Body Program S e J 8F
Professional appliance for electro-stimulation and ionophoresis
treatments, which can be performed separately or mixed together.

Art. 9020A - Version with 8 outlets for 16 electrodes. With accessories holder
Art. 9020/E - Version with 8 outlets for 16 electrodes. Without accessories holder

Accessories [pages 83-87]

8 pcs. art. 9845 - Bipolar cable
with automatic connections
and PLUG jack 

4 pcs. art. 9741 - Each pack
contains 4 single-patient
adhesive electrodes, size
35x45mm

4 pcs. art. 9748 - Each pack
contains 4 single-patient
adhesive electrodes, size
45x80mm

16 pcs. art. 9768 - Reusable plate
electrode with automatic
coupling 120x80mm

2 pcs. art. 9772 - Adjustable
elastic band, size 40x10H cm 

2 pcs. art. 9773 - Adjustable
elastic band, size 60x10H cm 

2 pcs. art. 9774 - Adjustable
elastic band, size 80x10H cm 

2 pcs. art. 9776 - Adjustable
elastic band, size 150x10H cm 

Options [pages 83-87]

Art. 9848 - 4-way bipolar cable
with automatic connections
and JACK plug which allows
to double channels, thereby
increasing the appliance
capacity up to 16 outlets for
connecting 32 electrodes.

Specific cosmetic products perfectly combine with the ionophoresis function,
thereby creating an important element that help to reduce cellulite masses
through the liquefaction of the adipose cells.

In addition to help achieving very good results in terms of reduction of the
circumference and excessive liquids, through the electro-stimulation function
and the consequent involuntary contraction of muscles, S & J allows to reach a
visible muscle toning up.

Ionophoresis
Current adjustment:0 to 10 mA.
Electronic control of the current level and compensation of the current with
the body resistance. Automatic stop of the current delivering in case of
anomalous working conditions. Linear adjustment through precision
potentiometers.

Electro-stimulation
Linear adjustment through precision potentiometers.
Pause function: set pulse pause time, adjustable from 0.5 to 5 seconds  
Frequency function: deep stimulation or superficial stimulation
Therapy function: set pulse action time
Control Rise function: set pulse speed up or down for selecting between
softer or stronger stimulation action.
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Body Program Reducer
Beautiful Shape
Muster Reducer develops a beneficial action aimed at reducing the
circumference by using the electro-sculpting-electrophoresis
function. Particularly suitable for treating people with visible slight
blemishes in wide areas of the body.

Art. 9012

Accessories [pages 83-87]

1 pc. art. 9788 - 16-pin cable
4 pcs. art. 9771 - Reusable plate

electrode with automatic
coupling 60x80mm

2 pcs. art. 9784/R - Red adapter
for plate electrode

2 pcs. art. 9784/N - Black adapter
for plate electrode

2 pcs. art. 9776 - Adjustable
elastic band, size 150x10H cm

2 pcs. art. 9766 - Conductive
rubber-coated strip electrode,
size: 8m length, 2.5cm height

5 pcs. art. 9785 -Wrinkled
cotton elastic band, size: 5m
length, 20cm height

The synergic action of proper cosmetic products with low-frequency and low-
intensity galvanic, waving and excitomotor currents develops a beneficial tonic
and stimulating effect aimed at progressively reducing the existing cellulite
mass.

Localized slimming due to the elimination of water build-ups.

Electrophoresis favors the positive and efficient action of specific slimming and
toning up cosmetic products.

Its application is particularly suitable for helping treatments whose aim is to
prevent cellulite and fat formation.

Improvement of tissue elasticity, due to the natural re-balancing of the tissue
activity and cell exchanges.

Decongestant effect, particularly in the lower limbs.
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Body Program Digital 9030
A multi-function professional appliance which uses multiple wave
types and programs to perform the following body and face
treatments:

Cellulite reduction. Electrolipolysis.
Delivers a toning and stimulating action which helps reducing cellulite build-
ups and stimulates local circulation, which, in turn, causes the cells to increase
metabolic demands and thus fat consumption.

Hardening and toning up of muscle fascia and skin.
Acts on muscles, remarkably improving tissue elasticity and skin appearance.

Sequential lymphatic drainage.
Thanks to specific electromagnetic waves it produces a beneficial tonic action
to the lymphatic circuit, while activating the natural nutritional substances
formation and improving both the muscle tone and the skin aesthetic aspect.
Side effects include natural increased diuresis in those subjects having a
retention problem.

Localized slimming.
Localized slimming through the elimination of water build-ups in the
connective tissue. It is the result of the currents employed and the action of
the active substances contained in the cosmetic products used, if any.

Facial lifting.
The muscle stimulation and drainage currents allow to obtain excellent results
in terms of muscle toning-up, as well as a visible improvement in skin
appearance.

Vasodilatating function
Improves the action of any slimming and toning products applied, increasing
their penetration and effectiveness.

User-friendly design
Digital 9030’s user-friendly design is obvious from the minute you switch it on:
the wide back-lit display is easy to use also in scarce lighting conditions and
shows all the functions, programs and electrode positioning for the specific
treatment selected.
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Art. 9030A - Version with accessories holder
Art. 9030/E - Version without accessories holder

Accessories [pages 83-87]

8 pcs. art. 9845 - Bipolar cable with automatic connections and PLUG jack 
4 pcs. art. 9748 - Each pack contains 4 single-patient adhesive electrodes,

size 45x80mm
4 pcs. art. 9741 - Each pack contains 4 single-patient adhesive electrodes,

size 35x45mm
16 pcs. art. 9768 - Reusable plate electrode with automatic coupling

120x80mm
16 pcs. art. 9771 - Reusable plate electrode with automatic coupling

60x80mm
2 pcs. art. 9772 - Adjustable elastic band, size 40x10H cm 
2 pcs. art. 9773 - Adjustable elastic band, size 60x10H cm 
2 pcs. art. 9774 - Adjustable elastic band, size 80x10H cm 
2 pcs. art. 9775 - Adjustable elastic band, size 100x10H cm 
2 pcs. art. 9776 - Adjustable elastic band, size 150x10H cm 
2 pcs. art. 9770 - Each pack contains 30 single-patient adhesive electrodes,

Ø 27mm
1 pc. art. 9779 - Memory Key, additional memory for personalized

treatments 

Options [pages 83-87]

Art. 9848 - 4-way bipolar cable with automatic connections and JACK plug
which allows to double channels, thereby increasing the appliance
capacity up to 16 outlets for connecting 32 electrodes. 

Great flexibility
- 8 independent channels.
- Electronic management of all functions.
- 4 treatment families (4 basic programs): electrolipolysis, electro-stimulation,
lymphatic Drainage, vasodilatating function for improved cosmetic product
penetration.

- Automatic sub-division of each treatment into 4 working stages: an
extremely important function which allows to avoid cellular settlement in
muscles. 

- Creation of personalized programs with Memory Key.
- Parameters may be adjusted by the beauty expert to suit the individual
customer:

- total treatment time
- duration of each working stage
- working frequencies
- wave selection
- power values
- Help function, which supplies quick on-line explanations during operation.
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Body Program Digital Press
A professional appliance for sequential pressure massage
treatments which invigorates the lymphatic system and thus favors
the natural formation of nourishing substances. Such action causes
an improvement in both muscle tone and skin appearance.The
natural increase in diuresis in individuals suffering from water
retention produces beneficial effects which help eliminating toxins
from the tissues.

Main technical characteristics
- 8 sections for sequential or total air feeding.
- Leggings with 7 + 2 independent sections.
- Electronic controls over all the functions.
- 9 different pressure massage programs.
- Creation of personalized programs with Memory Key.

Parameters may be adjusted by the beauty expert to suit the individual
customer:

- Total treatment time
- Pressure level
- Duration for each inflatable segment, adjustable from 1 to 40 seconds
- Massage cycle duration
- End-of-cycle pause time or exclusion
- Possibility to exclude one or more inflatable sections:an extremely useful
function when there are areas which do not require treatment.

Test function
Press the button to visualize the selected treatment sequence.

“Help” function
It supplies quick on-line explanations during operation.

Safe use
The latest generation P.C.S. (Pressure Control System) system keeps pressure
values constant in all sectors, even during the first massage cycle. It also
ensures the treatment automatic stop if anomalous pressure conditions occur,
thus avoiding to exceed the maximum threshold admitted of
0.2ATM/132mmHG.
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Art. 9033/E

Accessories [pages 83-87]

1 pc. art. 9826 - Legging, model LUX.
5 pcs. art. 9783 –TNT presso-therapy pants.
1 pc. art. 9779 - Memory Key, additional memory for personalized

treatments.

beauty division

Options [pages 83-87]

Art. 9827 - Legging, model LUX with bag.
Art. 9828 - Armlets with bodice.
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Body Program Press Tonic
A professional appliance for sequential pressure massage
treatments which invigorates the lymphatic system and thus favors
the natural formation of nourishing substances. Such action causes
an improvement in both muscle tone and skin appearance.The
natural increase in diuresis in individuals suffering from water
retention produces beneficial effects which help eliminating toxins
from the tissues.

Main technical characteristics
- 8 sections for sequential or total air feeding.
- Leggings with 7 + 2 independent sections.
- Electronic controls over all the functions.
- 6 different pressure massage programs.
- Creation of personalized programs with Memory Key.

Parameters may be adjusted by the beauty expert to suit the individual
customer:

- Total treatment time
- Pressure level
- Massage cycle duration
- End-of-cycle pause time or exclusion
- Memory card allowing to store all program parameters

Test function
Press the button to visualize the selected treatment sequence.

Safe use
The latest generation P.C.S. (Pressure Control System) system keeps pressure
values constant in all sectors, even during the first massage cycle. It also
ensures the treatment automatic stop if anomalous pressure conditions occur,
thus avoiding to exceed the maximum threshold admitted of
0.2ATM/132mmHG.
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Art. 9034/E

Accessories [pages 83-87]

1 pc. art. 9826 - Legging, model LUX.
5 pcs. art. 9783 –TNT presso-therapy pants.
10 pcs. art. 9945 - Memory Card.

beauty division

Options [pages 83-87]

Art. 9827 - Legging, model LUX with bag.
Art. 9828 - Armlets with bodice.
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Body ProgramTone Up
Electro-stimulation appliance for treating muscle, with 4
independent channels to carry out aesthetic treatments to tone up
your muscles and keep fit.

Art. 9064A -Version with accessories holder
Art. 9064 -Version without accessories holder

Accessories [pages 83-87]

4 pcs. art. 9845 - Bipolar cable
with automatic connections
and PLUG jack 

2 pcs. art. 9748 - Each pack
contains 4 single-patient
adhesive electrodes, size
45x80mm 

8 pcs. art. 9771 - Reusable plate
electrode with automatic
coupling 60x80mm

2 pcs. art. 9773 - Adjustable
elastic band, size 60x10H cm 

2 pcs. art. 9775 - Adjustable
elastic band, size 100x10H cm 

Options [pages 83-87]

Art. 9848 - 4-way bipolar cable
with automatic connections
and JACK plug which allows
to double channels, thereby
increasing the appliance
capacity up to 16 outlets for
connecting 16 electrodes.

Only one application of Body Program Tone UP will produce the benefits of
approximately a 3-hour exercise. It not only stimulates and tones up muscles:
thanks to its particular "rotary long wave", it also works on the adipose tissues
and cellulite, thus producing a slimming effect. Thanks to the synergic action of
low-frequency waving excitomotor currents, Body Program Tone Up provides
a beneficial tonic, stimulating action whose aim is to progressively reduce the
existing cellulite. The combined action of its currents and cosmetic product
active substances aids to eliminate tissue hydric retention, thereby providing a
local slimming. Various easy to select programs:

1) Toning up of thighs
2) Thigh cellulite reduction
3) Toning up of buttocks
4) Buttock and abdominal muscles
5) Toning up of abdominal muscles 
6) Buttock cellulite reduction
7) Toning up of upper limbs
8) Toning up of upper limbs and back

muscles
9) Breast hardening
10) Hardening of back muscles
11) Toning up of facial muscles
12) Thighs (sport training)
13) Thigh mass increasing (sport

training)
14) Legs (sport training)
15) Mass increasing (sport training)
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Body ProgramThermal 5
It uses heat biophysical principles and takes advantage of their
thermal use criteria, and applies them to the human body.

24
VOLT

TOP SECURITYTOP SECURITY
24

VOLT

Art. 9050/E

The special heating straps INFRAREDTERMICBAND have been specifically
designed to suit each part of the human body.They are covered with a special
non-toxic material and deliver the thermal energy in a uniform and controlled
manner, in total safety, allowing to carry out treatments featuring different
temperature levels. In certain applications, best results are obtained by
combining the treatment with specific cosmetic and spa products.

Treatments that can be performed withThermal 5
- Localized slimming due to the elimination of excess water build-ups in the
connective tissue through sweating.This action is further improved by the
active substances contained in the possible cosmetic product employed
(paraffin, mud, algae) and results can be seen as from the first sessions.

- Favors the penetration and the beneficial action of slimming, toning, aromatic
or organic preparations; indeed transfollicular penetration pathways, that is to
say the orifices and channels of pilo-sebaceous follicles, are gradually cleansed
from dirt and impurities through sweating.

- Cleanses the above pathways, preparing them to receive “in-depth” cosmetic
products, which are used to reach the lowest layers of the epidermis.

- The cellulite reduction treatment can be summarized in stimulation of
metabolism, peripheral vasodilatation and remarkable water reduction.

- Stimulation of anti-inflammation reactivity of muscle and epidermis trophism.

State-of-the-art technology
- 5 independent channels.
- Electronic management of all functions.
- 8 treatment programs designed to suit different types of cellulite and specific
cosmetic products.

- Creation of personalized programs with Memory Key.

Accessories [pages 83-87]

5 pcs. art. 9783 – Presso-therapy
pants.

2 pcs. art. 9812 -Thermosetting
band for abdomen.

1 pc. art. 9813 -Thermosetting
band for left thigh.

1 pc. art. 9814 -Thermosetting
band for right thigh.

1 pc. art. 9779 - Memory Key,
additional memory for
personalized treatments.

Options [pages 83-87]

1 pc. art. 9818 -Thermosetting
band for arms.
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Body Program PowerTone

The appliance works out suitable medium- and high-frequency sinusoidal
currents, known as Kotz currents, which produce a remarkable increase in
muscle size and strength, while reducing muscle relaxation.

As opposed to traditional electro-stimulation appliances, those employing Kotz
currents reduce any possible sensation of pain. It is not the application of high
and medium-frequency currents to the muscles which causes the contraction;
it is the variation in the difference of potential between the inside and the
outside of the fiber which provokes a specific response, thus improving muscle
tone/trophism.

PowerTone treatments act on the muscular strength (that is to say on the
muscle’s transversal cross-section) and therefore can be regarded as true and
proper “training” programs; any excess energy is converted into heat, thus
increasing muscular activity and generating a positive effect on muscular
strength.

The localized slimming is due to the elimination of water build-ups in the
connective tissue.The result of the currents and the active substances
employed can be seen as from the first sessions.
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Art. 9057A -Version with accessories holder
Art. 9057/E -Version without accessories holder

Accessories [pages 83-87]

8 pcs. art. 9845 - Bipolar cable with automatic connections and PLUG jack 
4 pcs. art. 9748 - Each pack contains 4 single-patient adhesive electrodes,

size 45x80mm
4 pcs. art. 9741 - Each pack contains 4 single-patient adhesive electrodes,

size 35x45mm
16 pcs. art. 9768 - Reusable plate electrode with automatic coupling

120x80mm
16 pcs. art. 9771 - Reusable plate electrode with automatic coupling

60x80mm
2 pcs. art. 9772 - Adjustable elastic band, size 40x10H cm 
2 pcs. art. 9773 - Adjustable elastic band, size 60x10H cm 
2 pcs. art. 9774 - Adjustable elastic band, size 80x10H cm 
2 pcs. art. 9775 - Adjustable elastic band, size 100x10H cm 
2 pcs. art. 9776 - Adjustable elastic band, size 150x10H cm 
2 pcs. art. 9770 - Each pack contains 30 single-patient adhesive electrodes,

Ø 27mm
1 pc. art. 9779 - Memory Key, additional memory for personalized

treatments 

Options [pages 83-37]

Art. 9848 - 4-way bipolar cable with automatic connections and JACK plug
which allows to double channels, thereby increasing the appliance
capacity up to 16 outlets for connecting 32 electrodes.

Main technical characteristics:
- Wide touch-screen interactive display.
- Eight independent channels
- Electronic management of all functions.
- 21 programs, designed in co-operation with industry professionals to perform
specific body treatments which take into consideration the individual
characteristics of each customer:

- body electro-stimulation
- muscle strengthening
- toning up
- Visualization of the set treatment
- Visualization on the display of the correct positioning of the electrodes for
each treatment selected, providing practical and immediate support to the
beauty expert.

- Adjustable parameters allowing to personalize currents set-up.
- Memory Key: personalized programs for each customer with personal details,
type of treatment and number of sessions.

- “Help” function The Help function supplies important useful information on
the appliance’s operation and quick on-line explanations.
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Physio-sauna
Physio-sauna for localized slimming treatments giving the beauty
expert the opportunity to perform specific anticellulite and
slimming treatments easily and effectively.

Art. 9118 Comfort Physio-sauna with non-toxic PVC outer layer.

Art. 9119 Extra Comfort Physio-sauna
- Soft non-toxic quilted PVC outer layer
- Highly thermally insulated air space
- Cone-shaped for optimal body irradiation
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Thanks to the electronically controlled thermal action generated by special
thermosetting elements, the dynamic and uniform distribution of the
differentiated heat allows beauty treatments to be carried out at different
temperature stages, included in combination with proper cosmetic and
thermal products.

Treatments:
- General and localized slimming due to the elimination of excess water build-
ups in the connective tissue through sweating.This action is further improved
by the active substances contained in the cosmetic product employed
(paraffin, mud, algae) and results can be seen as from the first sessions.

- Favors the penetration and the beneficial action of slimming, toning, aromatic
or organic preparations; indeed transfollicular penetration pathways, that is to
say the orifices and channels of pilo-sebaceous follicles, are gradually cleansed
from dirt and impurities through sweating.

- Cleanses the above pathways, preparing them to receive “in-depth” cosmetic
products, which are used to reach the lowest layers of the epidermis.The
cellulite reduction treatment can be summarized in stimulation of
metabolism, peripheral vasodilatation and remarkable water reduction.

- Stimulation of anti-inflammation reactivity of muscle and epidermis trophism.

Electronic appliance for controlling each single heating sector.
- Electronic appliance for controlling each single heating sector.
Sensors for temperature detection and monitoring.
Temperature settings from 20 to 65°C.
Treatment time setting with automatic turn-off from 10 to 60 minutes.
Treatment time setting with manual control and automatic turn-off after 4
hours.

Comfort Physio-sauna

Extra Comfort Physio-sauna

230V - 50 Hz - 300W
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Thermal blanket
Designed for frequent use in beauty salons, they are made with
maximum care and, thanks to the use of special materials, enable
the beauty expert to perform professional treatments safely and
easily.

Main technical characteristics:
- 3-position switch for working temperature selection

- extremely sturdy outer layer, made of a washable material
- flexible inner sticks designed to prevent bending during operation.
- electric resistance protected by guard wire which interrupts operation in
case of over-heating.

Art. 9055/E Art. 9056/E

cm 150x50 cm 180x95
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Art. 9768 Sponge-coated plate
electrode with automatic connection
- size: 120x80mm.

Art. 9867 Conductive rubber-coated
plate electrode for ultrasound plate.

Art. 9769 Sponge-coated plate
electrode with automatic connection
- size: 170x120mm.

Art. 9771 Sponge-coated plate
electrode with automatic connection
- size: 60x80mm.

Art. 9770 Each pack contains
disposable circular plate electrodes -
ø 27mm (30 pcs.).

Art. 9784N Adapter for plate with
plug connection, ø 4mm (black).

Art. 9784R Adapter for plate with
plug connection, ø 4mm (red).

Art. 9766 Conductive rubber-coated
strip electrode for electro-sculpting -
5cm height - 8m length.

Art. 9894 Sponge electrodes having
double connection for infrared emitter,
56x90mm (1 pc.).

Art. 9895 Each pack contains 4
disposable electrodes having double
connection for infrared emitter,
53x96mm.

Art. 99146 Silicone electrode plates,
size: 95x61mm, R.F. rounded.

Art. 99144 R.F. plate without electrodes.

Art. 9965 Intraderm plate, 132sq.cm
(5 pcs.).

Art. 9966 - Intraderm plate, 75sq.cm
(5 pcs.).

Art. 99145 Golden electrode, size:
60x40mm (16 pcs.) R.F. rounded.

Art. 9741 Each pack contains 4 plate
electrodes with automatic connection,
size: 35x45mm.

Art. 9748 Each pack contains 4 plate
electrodes with automatic connection,
size: 45x80mm.
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Art. 9812 Thermosetting band for
abdomen, suitable forThermal 5.

Art. 9813 Thermosetting band for
left thigh, suitable forThermal 5.

Art. 9814 Thermosetting band for
right thigh, suitable for Art. 9050/E.

Art. 9861 Ultrasound plate complete with conductive rubber-coated
electrodes.

Art. 9818Thermosetting band for
arms, suitable forThermal 5.

Art. 9805 Thermosetting band for
abdomen, suitable forTotal Thermal.

Art. 9806 Thermosetting band for
right thigh, suitable forTotal Thermal.

Art. 9807 Thermosetting band for
left thigh, suitable forTotal Thermal.

Art. 9773 Adjustable elastic band for
electrode fixing, size 60x10H cm.

Art. 9776 Adjustable elastic band for
electrode fixing, size 150x10H cm.

Art. 9865 Elastic band for ultrasound
plate fixing, size 80x8H cm.

Art. 9774 Adjustable elastic band for
electrode fixing, size 80x10H cm.

Art. 9866 Elastic band for ultrasound
plate fixing, size 100x8H cm.

Art. 9775 Adjustable elastic band for
electrode fixing, size 100x10H cm.

Art. 9772 Adjustable elastic band for
electrode fixing, size 40x10H cm.

Art. 9864 Elastic band for ultrasound
plate fixing, size 60x8H cm.

Art. 9816 Each pack contains 1 pc.
260g conductive gel.

Art. 99154N Automatic coupling
adapter / crocodile – black.

Art. 99154R Automatic coupling
adapter / crocodile – red.

Art. 9987 Solution for localized fat
deposits - lipolytic effect - 100ml.

Art. 9986 Antioxidant solution -
tensioning-effect - 100ml.

Art. 9840 Brush-holder handpiece
with Plug jack.

Art. 9832 Handpiece for Ultrasonic
appliance.
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Art. 9896 Applicator-holder handpiece
for body treatment, complete with
chromo-therapy function.

Art. 9897 Handpiece for face treatment, complete with chromo-therapy
function.

Art. 9898 Roll applicator, big.

Art. 9899 Roll applicator, small. Art. 9906 Ball applicator.

Art. 9893 Plate with infrared emitters.

Art. 9907 Sanitary plate for face
handpiece.

Art. 99149 Handle strap for
cavitation handpiece.

Art. 99148 Cavitation ultrasound handpiece with 4 emitters.

Art. 9959 IntraMeso handpiece
Handpiece only, applicator not
included.

Art. 9960 Body applicator.

Art. 9961 Face applicator.

Art. 99143 Bipolar R.F. handpiece for
the face.

Art. 9962 Pedal drive.Art. 9788 16-pin cable for
electro-sculpting.

Art. 9831 4-way bipolar cable with
pplluugg for connecting the appliance and
4 automatic-type contacts.

Art. 9845 Bipolar cable with PPLLUUGG
jack for connecting the device to 2
automatic contacts.

Art. 9848 Cable for electro-stimulation with 4-
way PPLLUUGG jack, for the following appliances:
9020/E - 9030/E - 9057/E - 9058/E - 9074 - 9077.

Art. 9830 Bipolar cable with pplluugg for
connecting the device and 2
automatic-type contacts.

Art. 9933 Ultrasound Mix plates +
Infrared.

Art. 99142 Bipolar R.F. handpiece for the body.
Art. 99161 R.F. body handpiece for Body Kiss,
2 PPlluugg coupling.
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Art. 9978 10ml-syringe, 1 pc. Art. 9988 Moisturizing probe.

Art. 9992 Temperature probe.Art. 9991 Sebum probe.

Art. 99153 Touch Screen pen.

Art. 9940 Physio-blanket complete
with 5 thermosetting elements, size
190x160cm.

Art. 9911 Leotard-holder case.

Art. 9980 Electrode-holder bag
complete with connecting cable kits.
For electro-sculpting.

Art. 9990 Elasticity probe.Art. 9989 Melanine probe.

Art. 9836 Leggings and arms kit with
bag for presso-therapy Modeling.

Art. 9826 Presso-therapy leggings, mod. Lux,
complete with tubes and other connection elements.
Superimposed inner tubes and Velcro-type closing.

Art. 9827 Presso-therapy leggings, mod.
Lux, complete with bag containing both
the legging and its connection tubes.

Art. 9828 Presso-therapy armlets,
complete with bodice to allow the correct
positioning of the inflatable elements.

Art. 9868 Each pack contains 2 saline
solution bands.

Art. 9783 TNT presso-therapy pants. Art. 9785Wrinkled cotton elastic
band for electro-sculpting, size: 20cm
x 5m (1 pc.).

Art. 9908 100% polyamide leotard
Beauty Skin, size ML.

Art. 9909 100% polyamide leotard
Beauty Skin, size XL.

Art. 9910 100% polyamide leotard
Beauty Skin, size XXL.

Art. 21212 TNon-toxic towel for
mud treatments.

Art. 9869 Electrode-holder bag
complete with connecting cable kits.

Art. 9802 Physio-blanket for Total
Thermal, complete with heating elements,
outside covering and connections.

Art. 9967 Earth connection cable.
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Art. 9723 Bristle brush - hard ø
20mm.

Art. 9722 Goathair brush - soft ø
20mm.

Art. 99116 Thermal map band.Art. 9994 Sebum charging. Art. 99117 Calibration and cleaning
kit for pH probe.

Art. 9725 Bristle brush ø 100mm. Art. 9726 Bristle brush ø 70mm.

Art. 9720 Bristle brush - hard ø
40mm.

Art. 9721 Goathair brush - soft ø
40mm.

Art. 9993 pH probe.

Art. 9995Micro-camera kit with lens and filters.

Art. 99152 Memory Card.Art. 9976 Memory Card for Beauty
& Beauty Reducer.

Art. 99147 Memory Card.

Art. 9862 Memory Card for
Benexere.

Art. 9839 Memory Card for
Modeling.

Art. 9932 Memory Card for Body
Sculpture.

Art. 9892 Memory Card.

Art. 9891 Soft & Solve memory card.

Art. 9945 Memory Card FOR Press
Tonic.

Art. 9931 Memory Card for Perfect
Beauty.

Art. 9930 Memory Card for Well &
Tonic Ultrasonic.

Art. 9779 Memory key for Art. 9030/E,
9033/E, 9050/E, 9057/E, 9058/E.
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Beauty Progress Classique
Quality hair removal waxes for professional use Traditional
formulation

LIPOSOLUBLE HAIR REMOVALWAXWITH
NATURAL MALLOWAND CHAMOMILE
EXTRACTS
A refreshing and softening effect that attenuates the
irritation of hair removal. Dermatologist tested.
Easy to apply. Removal is quick and accurate and
non-irritating to the skin.
Art. 15030100 Body cartridge - 100ml
Art. 15030400 Multidose jar - 400ml

LIPOSOLUBLE HAIR REMOVALWAX
WITHTITANIUM DIOXIDE
Soft and silky feel during application.Toning effect on the
skin. Dermatologist tested.
Easy to spread - easy to apply - delicate removal thanks
to its natural active ingredients.
It also suits sensitive skin.
Art. 15010100 Body cartridge - 100ml
Art. 15010400 Multidose jar - 400ml
Art. 15010800 Multidose jar, maxi - 800ml

LIPOSOLUBLE HAIR REMOVALWAX
WITH NATURALALOHE EXTRACT
Soothing and softening. Easy to apply, ultra effective
professional wax.
Dermatologist tested.
Art. 15040100 Body cartridge - 100ml
Art. 15040400 Multidose jar - 400ml
Art. 15040800 Multidose jar, maxi - 800ml

LIPOSOLUBLE HAIR REMOVALWAX
WITH NATURAL HONEYAND BEESWAX
Ensures a perfect hold on the hair for a safe result.
Dermatologist tested. Easy to spread - easy to apply -
delicate removal thanks to its natural active ingredients. It
also suits sensitive skin.
Art. 15020400 Multidose jar - 400ml
Art. 15020800 Multidose jar, maxi - 800ml

LIPOSOLUBLE HAIR REMOVALWAX
WITH NATURAL HONEY
Softening action - maximum gentleness.
Dermatologist tested.
Art. 15050110 Face cartridge - 100ml
Art. 15020100 Body cartridge - 100ml
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Beauty Progress Exclusive
Hair removal waxes for professional use Top quality specific formulation.

beauty division

LIPOSOLUBLE HAIR REMOVALWAX
WITH NATURAL HONEYAND BEESWAX
Ensures a perfect hold on the hair for a safe result.
Dermatologist tested. Easy to spread - easy to apply - delicate removal thanks
to its natural active ingredients.
it also suits sensitive skin.
Art. 30010110 Face cartridge - 100ml
Art. 30010100 Body cartridge - 100ml
Art. 30010400 Multidose jar - 400ml

LIPOSOLUBLE HAIR REMOVALWAX
WITHTITANIUM DIOXIDEAND SILK PROTEINS
Soft and silky feel during application.Toning effect on the skin.
Dermatologist tested. Easy to spread - easy to apply - delicate removal thanks
to its natural active ingredients.
it also suits sensitive skin.
Art. 30020100 Body cartridge - 100ml
Art. 30020400 Multidose jar - 400ml
Art. 30020800 Multidose jar, maxi - 800ml

LIPOSOLUBLE HAIR REMOVALWAX
WITH NATURALALOHE EXTRACT
Soothing and softening. Dermatologist tested.
Art. 30040100 Body cartridge - 100ml

LIPOSOLUBLE HAIR REMOVALWAX
WITH NATURAL MALLOWAND CHAMOMILE
EXTRACTS
A refreshing and softening effect that attenuates the irritation of hair removal.
Dermatologist tested. Easy to apply. Removal is quick and accurate and non-
irritating to the skin.
Art. 30050400 Multidose jar - 400ml

WATER-SOLUBLE HAIR REMOVALWAXWITHTHE
ADDITION OF NATURAL SUGARAND HONEY
For delicate and gentle hair removal all year round.
Easy to apply and ultra effective. Dermatologist tested.
Art. 10110400 Multidose jar - 400ml - 500g
Art. 10110800 Multidose jar, maxi - 800ml - 1000g

Beauty Progress Aromatique
Quality hair removal waxes for professional use
Water-soluble formulation.
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Beauty Progress Bio Classique
Quality hair removal waxes for professional use.Traditional
formulation.

PURE PARAFFIN BATHS
WITH NATURAL PEACH EXTRACT
Lends a moisturizing and softening effect, while leaving
skin silky to the touch. It is particularly suited to “paraffin
baths” for hands and feet to soften the skin and remove
redness, flaking and cracking, while also naturally increasing
the skin moisture.
Excellent to transfer other specific cosmetic treatments.
Art. 30120500 500ml tub case

HOT HAIR REMOVALWAX
WITH NATURAL BEESWAX
Hair removal wax with beeswax, a natural, invigorating
and nourishing ingredient. Beeswax is the secretion of the
honey bee; it contains pollen and propolis that work
together to create a soothing, antiseptic effect.The
combination of special resins with natural beeswax
ensures a gentle hair removing effect on the skin. It is ideal
for stressed and ageing skin.
Art. 20110500 500ml tub case

HOT HAIR REMOVALWAX
WITH NATURAL CHLOROPHYLL
The high quantities of paraffin and natural waxes work
together, thereby allowing the treatment functions to be
correctly developed. Its ingredients foster the formation of
a plastic and soft mass that removes hair perfectly, without
irritating the skin. Chlorophyll, plants vital fluid, lend a
special refreshing and softening effect to the skin layer.
Ideal for all skin types.
Art. 20120500 500ml tub case

PURE PARAFFIN BATHS
WITHALOEVERA EXTRACT
Lends a moisturizing and softening effect.
Particularly suited to “paraffin baths” for hands and feet to
soften the skin and remove redness, flaking and cracking,
while also naturally increasing the skin moisture.
Excellent to transfer other specific cosmetic treatments.
Art. 30110500 500ml tub case

Beauty Progress Bio Exclusive
Hair removal waxes for professional use.Top quality specific
formulation.
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Beauty Progress Douces
Quality treatments for the professional aesthetics.

beauty division

POST HAIR REMOVAL OIL
WITH NATURAL MALLOWAND
CHAMOMILE EXTRACTS
Formula enriched with soothing and moisturizing
vegetable extracts. Eliminates any waxy residue
and reduces the irritating sensation due to hair
removal. Not oily.
Art. 41010500 500ml bottle

POST HAIR REMOVAL NATURAL OIL
SOFTENINGAND SOOTHING
Ultra beautifying formula. Particularly suited to delicate and sensitive skin.
Contains sesame oil, which perfectly combines with sweet almond oil, lanolin,
and acid-free olive oil. Applied after epilation, it develops a highly moisturizing
and softening action while leaving the skin velvety.
Not oily.
Art. 41025100 100ml bottle

POST HAIR REMOVAL CLEANSING MILK
Emollient and soothing emulsion with optimum refreshing effect.
Softening, nourishing and ultra moisturizing. Used after epilation, it helps to
remove any waxy residue while contributing to restore the skin’s natural
hydrolipid barrier. Reduces the irritating sensation due to hair removal and
leaves the skin fresh, clean and toned
Art. 41050500 500ml bottle

POST HAIR REMOVAL CLEANSING
OILWITHAZULENE
Particularly suited to be used after liposoluble wax
treatments, for gentle and instant cleansing.
Eliminates any waxy residue and lends a pleasant
sensation, leaving the skin smooth and velvety. Not
oily.
Art. 41015500 500ml bottle

POST HAIR REMOVAL OILWITH
NATURALALOEVERA EXTRACT
Particularly suited to be used after liposoluble wax
treatments, for gentle and instant cleansing.
Eliminates any waxy residue and lends a pleasant
sensation, leaving the skin smooth and velvety. Not
oily.
Art. 41020500 500ml bottle
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Sly Waxy

Très Jolie

WAX-HEATER HANDPIECE
For hair removal wax 100ml cartridges
Complete with power cord
Power supply: 110-240V - 50/60Hz
Art. 250

03

50

34
MANIPOLO SCALDACERA
For hair removal wax 100ml cartridges
Complete with power cord
Power supply: 110-240V - 50/60Hz
Art. 238

WAX-HEATER ROLL HANDPIECE
For hair removal wax 100ml cartridges
Complete with power cord
- Electronic temperature adjustment
- Ready-to-use in only 10 minutes!

- With double heating element allowing the wax to heat
quicker

- With wax level indicator inside the cartridge for easy check
Power supply: 110-240V - 50/60Hz
Art. 259

- With wax level indicator inside the cartridge for easy check

Wax level indicator inside
the cartridge.

Select your ideal
treatment temperature
by acting on
the adjustment knob.
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Wax &Wax

Trixy

WAX &WAX PROFESSIONAL
Wax-heater for wax cans
- Heater with non-stick finishing
- Anti-shock material, highly heat resistant body

Guard ring (5 pcs. supplied).

BASE FOR CONNECTING 3WAX-HEATER HANDPIECES
(pack does not include the 3 handpieces).
Power supply: 110-240V - 50/60Hz - 100W max
Art. 239

03 50 34

Power supply: 230V - 50Hz
Art. 233

Trittico

BASE FOR CONNECTING 3WAX-HEATER HANDPIECES
(pack does not include the 3 handpieces).
Power supply: 110-240V - 50/60Hz - 100W max
Art. 30007
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Caresse

MÜSTER CARESSE
Paraffin wax heater
- Temperature adjustment
- 230V - 650W
Art. 25830

Each pack contains:
- 60 disposable gloves - 60 disposable footwear
-- 2 sponge gloves - 2 sponge footwear
- 1 spacer ring - 4 paraffin wax 250g pats.

- Temperature adjustment

Accessories

Art. 25833 (CVC) - 60 disposable gloves
(60 pcs.)

Art. 25834 (CVC) - 60 disposable
footwear (60 pcs.)

Art. 25831 (SH - CVC) - 2 sponge
gloves

Art. 25832 (SH - CVC) - 2 sponge
footwear
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Owo

beauty division

OWO
Professional sterilizer with germicidal lamp for heat sensitive materials (not
resistant to heat).
- Aluminum color painted body
- Power supply: 230V - 50Hz - 13 W
Art. 991

X-STERIL PROFESSIONAL
Microsphere sterilizer
- Operating temperature: 250°
- Only 30 seconds for achieving excellent results
- Anti-shock material, highly heat resistant body
- Power supply: 230V - 50Hz
Art. 232

- Anti-shock material, highly heat resistant body

Art. 873/12
Pack of spare balls

Red warning light:
pre-heating phase

Green warning light:
temperature ready
to sterilize

X-Steril
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Nail dryer

DYNAMIC
- 4 pcs. 9W-lamp.
- lamp turning up time selector:

- continuous
- 90 seconds
- 120 seconds

230V - 50Hz - 40W
Art. 25874

9W SPARE LAMP
for Art. 25874 DYNAMIC
Art. 25876

FIXY
- 6 pcs. 7W-lamp
- electronic timer, from1 to 360 seconds
- ventilation
230V - 50Hz - 45W
Art. 25875

7W SPARE LAMP
for Art. 25875 FIXY
Art. 25877
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Mistral

3 diopter cold-light mini lens with swiveling arm.
- Electronic power supply/light-up
- Table fastening clip
- Ideal for manicure and nail reconstruction treatments
- 12W
- 230 V - 50Hz
- Pack size: 16.5 x 10.5 x 30cm
Art. 30050

Cold-light lens

97
beauty division

Professional nail dust remover.
- Soft imitation leather handrest upholstery.
- 230V - 50Hz
Art. 25878

- Soft imitation leather handrest upholstery. Spare bag for Mistral dust remover
Art. 25879 (SHC)
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Cold light type lens

Art. 30052/ST
3 diopter cold light type lamp.
Electronic power supply/light-up
- Instant light-up
- Longer lamp life cycle
- Improved luminous intensity
- 117cm arm extension
- 22W
- 230V - 50Hz
Art. 30053/ST 5 diopter version
Art. 30052/TV Table version.With clamp.
Art. 30053/TV 5 diopter version
Art. 30052/MU wall version
Art. 30053/MU 5 diopter version
Pack size: 76.7 x 28.8 x 10.7cm
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Art. 30051/ST
Cold light type lamp with 2 interchangeable lens (3 and 5 diopters).
Electronic power supply/light-up
- Instant light-up
- Longer lamp life cycle
- Improved luminous intensity
- 134cm arm extension
- 22W
- 230V - 50Hz
Art. 30051/TV Table version.With clamp.
Art. 30051/MU Wall-mounted version
Pack size: 25.5 x 11.5 x 48cm

99
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Professional vapor-ozone device with swiveling head.
with transport bag
230V ~ 50Hz 750 W
Art. 892

Vapo-Cleaner
DESCALING FORVAPORIZERS
Pack containing 5 pcs. 30g envelope.
Art. 16206

Powerful vapor jet.
REALLY
PROFESSIONAL.
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Vapippo
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Visage
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VISAGE ELECTRONIC PLUS
Professional vapor-ozone device with digital timer, vapor intensity adjustment
and essential oil dispenser.Adjustable arm and head.
With stand on castors.
230V ~ 50Hz  750 W
Art. 985

VISAGE ELECTRONIC
Professional vapor-ozone device with essential oil dispenser.
Adjustable arm and head. 
With stand on castors.
230V ~ 50Hz  750 W
Art. 980

Rigoletto

Professional vapor-ozone device.
Adjustable arm and head. 
With stand on castors.
230V ~ 50Hz  750 W
Art. 149
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Frese - Burs
.

ABRASIVE BURSDIAMOND BURS
Rough-grained
2,35mm rod (SF)

Medium-grained
2.35mm rod (SH)

Art. 25848 - Ø 1,4mm
1,2mm length

Art. 25849 - Ø 2,3mm
2mm length

Art. 25850 - Ø 3,5mm
3,2mm length

Art. 25851 - Ø 2,1mm
8mm length

Art. 25852 - Ø 1,2mm
6mm length

Art. 25853 - Ø 5mm
12mm length

Art. 25854 - Ø 1,6mm
5mm length

Art. 25855 - Ø 6mm
11mm length

Art. 25856 - Ø 4,5mm
12mm length

Art. 25857 - Ø 6mm
14mm length

Art. 25858 - Ø 4mm
8mm length

Rough-grained
2,35mm rod (SH)

Art. 25859 - Ø 6mm
12mm length

Art. 25860 - Ø 6mm
11mm length

Art. 25861 - Ø 4,5mm
12mm length

Art. 25862 - Ø 6mm
14mm length

Art. 25846 - Ø 10mm
16mm length

Art. 25547 - Ø 13mm
18mm length

Art. 25840 - Ø 3mm 
8mm length

Art. 25841 – Ø 4mm 
10mm length

Art. 25842 – Ø 6mm
10mm length

Art. 25845 – Ø 6mm
12mm length

Art. 25843 – Ø 10mm
16mm length

Art. 25844 – Ø 13mm

15mm length

Fine-grained
2,35mm rod (SF)
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Podosense
Professional micro-motor for manicure, pedicure and nail reconstruction treatments.
The micro-motor hand-piece is equipped with a forced air cooling system ensuring the
motor runs smoothly.

Main technical characteristics
- Motor r.p.m.: - 3500 to 27,000 r.p.m.
- Rotation change
- Micro-motor drive: with or without pedal control
- Regolazione fine di potenza
- Compact, lightweight
- Bur spindle with rod Ø 2,35mm
- Power supply: 230V - 50Hz

Accessories

1 pc. art. 25837 - Micro-motor
1 pc. art. 25838 - Pedal drive
1 pc. art. 9850 - Micro-motor anti-slip rubber holder

Art. 25826

103
beauty division

Hydro Care

FOOT HYDRO-MASSAGE
- 4 differentiated functions
- Power supply: 230V - 50Hz.
Art. 25880

BODYGUARD - SECURITY LIFE
Automatic cut-off switch allowing safe use of electrical
and electronic devices up to 2000W.
It ensures safe contact of the person with the device and
its accessories, while protecting the device against voltage
discharges and overvoltages.
Specifically studied for use in the beauty salons.
Art. 25800

Bodyguard

Infrared System
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Tokiwa
Water-proof wooden massage bed.
With self-locking regulation. Removable upholstery covered in white imitation leather.
Polishing: wengé - off white.
It also suits well-being and thermal treatments with muds, seaweeds, etc.
Size: 184x70x80H cm
Art. 219 Version without paper roll holder
Art. 219/P Version with paper roll holder

beauty division
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Optional
Art. 297 Removable headrest
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Relax
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MASSAGE BED
Wengé polished wood structure.
Upholstery in white imitation leather.
Wide accessory holding tray.
Size: 182x67x80H cm
Art.153 - RELAX
Art.153/P - RELAX PLUS Version with paper roll holder.

Adjustable back

Art.153/V - RELAX S
Version with face rest, without paper roll
holder.

Art.153/VP - RELAX S PLUS
Version with face rest, with paper roll
holder.

Optional

Art.153/C - Cushion for face
rest.
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MASSAGE BEDWITH 1 JOINT
With self-locking regulation. Chrome-plated steel structure with white
imitation leather upholstery.Version with paper roll holder.
Art. 281/P

Size:
188x62x77H cm

MASSAGE BEDWITH 2 JOINTS
With self-locking regulation. Chrome-plated steel structure with white
imitation leather upholstery.Version with paper roll holder.
Art. 282/P

Size:
183x62x82H cm
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MASSAGE BEDWHICH FOLDS INTOA “SUITCASE”
Painted metal structure with white imitation leather upholstery.
Adjustable headrest with self-locking joint.
Complete with travel bag and paper roll holder.
Art. 207

MASSAGE BEDWHICH FOLDS INTOA “SUITCASE”
Wooden structure with white imitation leather upholstery.
Complete with travel bag and paper roll holder.
Art. 208

Size:
90x62x13.5H cm (closed)
182x62x70H cm (open)

Size:
92x76x21H cm (closed)
183x76x 68/93H (open)

Adjustable and removable
headrest.

Bed height adjustment.

It can be placed on the floor for carrying out the shiatsu
massage.
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Easy

MASSAGE BED WHICH FOLDS INTO A “SUITCASE”
Foldable massage bed with aluminum tubular structure. Easy-to-open system.
Adjustable back with self-locking joint.
With transport bag. With removable double-face mattress.
Lightweight: 11kg only.
Size: 73.5x60x16H cm (closed) - 183x60x68/85H cm (open)
Art. 189

WATER RESISTANT WOODEN BEAUTY
EQUIPMENT TROLLEY.
Available colors: wengé - cherry wood - off white.
Art. 220

Kiwos

Armrest bag

Telescopic height
adjustment

With removable double-face mattress,
white/silver
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Sofia uniSex chair
Pedicure chair with white imitation leather ulpholstery. Hydraulic pump and braking block, reclining back, adjustable headrest, separately adjustable
double footrest.
Size: 60x77x116/126H cm (closed) - 185x77x 98/108H cm (open position)
art. 74/W

Sofia
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MASSAGE BED WITH 2 JOINTS
With self-locking regulation. Painted steel structure with white imitation leather upholstery.
Quick release removable arms. Paper roll holder.
Size: 183.5x81x61/75H cm
Art. 204
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MASSAGE BED WITH 2 JOINTS
With self-locking regulation. Hydraulic pump for height adjustment. Painted steel structure with white imitation leather
upholstery. Quick release removable arms. Paper roll holder.
Size: 183.5x81x75H cm
Art. 206
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Michelangelo

MICHELANGELO BED
4 motors for easy adjustment of each working position.
Size: 190x60x 59/88H cm (back up to the open position)
Art. 134
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Removable arms

beauty division

Cushion for face rest
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Raffaello

Removable arms

RAFFAELLO BED
3 motors for easy adjustment of the working positions.
Size: 188x62x 59/84H cm (back up to the open position)
Art. 133

Cushion for face rest
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Hiro

HIRO PLUS
Beauty equipment & accessories trolley with drawer on rails.
Wengé polished wood.
- Size: 54x44x80H cm
- Pack size: 49x77x10cm

39x54x17cm (drawer)
Art. 124/C

HIRO
Beauty equipment & accessories trolley.
Wengé polished wood.
- Size: 54x44x80H cm
- Pack size: 49x77x10cm
Art. 124
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Noble

NOBLE
- 3 tempered glass shelves
- Size: 55x44x80H cm
- Pack size: 76x45.5x15cm
Art. 293
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BIJOUX
- 4 tempered glass shelves, 1 of which completely removable
- Size: 53x41x84H cm
- Pack size: 85x51x13cm
Art. 294

Bijoux
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Magic

MAGIC
Beauty equipment & accessories trolley with 4 tempered glass shelves and
(replaceable) side bag for accessories.
- Size: 74x43x91H cm
- Pack size: 85x53x17H cm
Art. 222
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KASTEL
Footrest for pedicure with height and tilt adjustment.
Height adjustment: 40 to 54cm.
Art. 209

MIMMO
Service stool height screw adjustment.
Art. 214

Laundry trolley

Metal structure. Nylon bag with small cord.
- Size diameter: 44cm - 61H cm
- ack size: 46X54X6.5cm
Art. 31201
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JACKIE
Cutting chair with gas pump for height adjustment.
Seat height: max 82cm, min 57cm.
Only available in BLACK.
Art. 48

LIZZY
Cutting chair with gas pump for height adjustment.
Version with small back.
Seat height: max 85cm, min 61cm.
Art. 54/S - Silver
Art. 54/N - Black
Art. 54/W -White
Art. 54/R - Red
Art. 54/M - Brown

DIEGO
Cutting chair with small back, footrest and gas pump
for height adjustment.
Seat height: max 82cm, min 70cm.
Only available with 01-700 white imitation leather,
or 01-50 black.
Art. 321
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MIRKO
Cutting chair with gas pump for height adjustment.
Version with small back.
Seat height: max 82cm, min 70cm.
Art. 320/S

Art. 320 Version without small back.

MIRKO
Cutting chair with footrest and gas pump for height adjustment.
Version with small back.
Seat height: max 82cm, min 70cm
Art. 320/SP

Art. 320/P Version without small back.
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Art. 28601 (BS - BSC)
3,5” - cuticles
rounded

Art. 28602 (BS - BSC)
3,5” - cuticles
rounded

Art. 11305 (BS - BSC)
3,5” - cuticles
rounded

Art. 28603 (BS - BSC)
3,5” - nails
rounded

Art. 28604 (BS - BSC)
3,5” - nails
rounded

Art. 11307 (BS - BSC)
3,5” - nails
rounded
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Art. 11301 (BS - BSC)
3,5” - cuticles
rounded lance tip

Art. 11303 (BS - BSC)
3,5” - cuticles
rounded

Art. 11304 (BS - BSC)
3,5” - cuticles
recta

Art. 11315 (BS - BSC)
4,5” - moustache
recta

Art. 11314 (BS - BSC)
4” - nose hairs
rounded

Art. 11316 (BS - BSC)
4” - foot nails
rounded
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Art. 28605 (BSC)
3,5” - cuticles
rounded

Art. 28607 (BSC)
3,5” - cuticles
rounded

Art. 28609 (BSC)
3,5” - cuticles
rounded

Art. 28606 (BSC)
3,5” - nails
rounded

Art. 28608 (BSC)
3,5” - nails
rounded

Art. 28610 (BSC)
3,5” - nails
rounded

Art. 28617 (BSC)
3,5” - nails
recta
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Art. 23609 (BSC)
3,5” - baby - polished
rounded

Art. 28611 (BSC)
4” - inox - nose hairs
rounded

Art. 28612 (BSC)
3,5” - inox – cuticles/nails
rounded

Art. 28613 (BSC)
3,5” - inox – cuticles
recta

Art. 28614 (BSC)
3,5” - inox – cuticles
rounded

Art. 28616 (BSC)
3,5” - – inox – nails
rounded

Art. 28615 (BSC)
3,5” - – inox – nails
recta
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Art. 20530 (BSC)
cuticles
box-joint – cut: 5mm

Art. 20531 (BSC)
cuticles
box-joint – cut: 7mm

Art. 20532 (BSC)
cuticles
box-joint – cut: 9mm

Art. 20533 (BSC)
cuticles
lap-joint – cut: 5mm

Art. 20534 (BSC)
cuticles
lap-joint – cut: 7mm

Art. 20535 (BSC)
cuticles
lap-joint – cut: 9mm
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Art. 20543 (BSC)
cuticles
box-joint – cut: 5mm

Art. 20544 (BSC)
cuticles
box-joint – cut: 7mm

Art. 20545 (BSC)
cuticles
box-joint – cut: 9mm

Art. 20540 (BSC)
cuticles
lap-joint – cut: 5mm

Art. 20542 (BSC)
cuticles
lap-joint – cut: 9mm

Art. 20541 (BSC)
cuticles
lap-joint – cut: 7mm

German Inox
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Art. 20537 (BSC)
length: 14 cm
half-moon cut

Art. 20548 (BSC)
length: 14cm

Art. 20547 (BSC)
length: 11cm

Art. 20546 (BSC)
length: 12cm

German Inox
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Art. 20556 (SCC)
cuticles
cut: 3mm

Art. 20557 (SCC)
cuticles
cut: 5mm

Art. 20558 (SCC)
cuticles
cut: 7mm

Inox/Cobalt

Special treatments

Art. 20510 (BSC)
half-moon cuts
length: 14cm

Art. 20520 (BSC)
double lever
length: 15.5cm
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GERMAN INOX
length: 11cm
ingrown nails

Art. 20539 (BSC)
GERMAN INOX
length: 14cm
ingrown nails

Art. 53401 (BSC)
SPECIAL
pocket, small size

Art. 20524 (BSC)
SPECIAL
false nail nippers

Art. 53402 (BSC)
SPECIAL
pocket, large size
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Art. 13103 (BSC)
comedo extractor – symple type
German inox

Art. 13102 (BSC)
comedo extractor - with ear cleaner
German inox

Art. 13109 (BSC)
cuticle pusher + half-round scraper
German inox

Art. 31119 (BS - BSC)
automatic tweezers
plastic material handle

Art. 23501 (BS - BSC)
cuticle pusher + scraper – plastic
material handle
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Art. 13263 (BSC)
stainless steel, polished
4” – oblique tip

Art. 13264 (BSC)
stainless steel, polished
4” – pointed tip

Art. 13265 (BSC)
stainless steel, polished
4” – straight tip

Art. 13266 (BSC)
titanium finish
4” – straight tip

Art. 13267 (BSC)
titanium finish
4” – oblique tip

Art. 13268 (BSC)
titanium finish
4” – pointed tip

Art. 13269 (BSC)
titanium finish
4” – pincer tip

Art. 13262 (BSC)
stainless steel, polished
4” – pincer tip

Art. 13262 T (BSC)
4” – pincer tip – assorted colors

Art. 13260 D (BSC)
4” – straight tip – assorted colors
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Art. 13250 (BSC)
inox 3,5” – straight tip

Art. 13251 (BSC)
inox 3,5” – oblique tip

Art. 13252 (BS - BSC)
inox 3,5” – pincer tip

Art. 13258 (BSC)
inox 3,5” – round tip

Art. 13259 (BSC)
inox 3,5” – pincer tip

Art. 76126 (SCC)
Eyelash curler

Art. 13204 (BS - BSC)
nickel-plated 4” - pincer tip

Art. 13205 (BS - BSC)
nickel-plated 4” - oblique tip

Art. 13206 (BS - BSC)
nickel-plated 4” - straight tip

Art. 13240 (BS - BSC)
nickel-plated 3.5” - straight tip

Art. 13241 (BS - BSC)
nickel-plated 3.5” - oblique tip

Art. 13242 (BS - BSC)
nickel-plated 3.5” - pincer tip
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Art. 16215 (CVC)
5,5” - 4 different uses - fine-grained

Art. 16238 (CVC)
5” soft, double use - fine-grained

Art. 16237 (CVC)
7” soft, triple use - fine-grained

Art. 16225 (CVC)
7” - triple use - fine-grained

Nail polisher
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Nail polisher

Art. 16231 (CVC)
pack containing 2 files
3 different side file medium/rough
grained

Art. 16233 (CVC)
4 different side file - fine-grained

Art. 16232 (CVC)
3 different side file - fine-grained

Art. 16239 (CVC)
6 different side file

Art. 16234 (CVC)
3 different side file - fine-grained
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Art. 33208 (BSC)
8”

Art. 33205 (BS - BSC)
8”

Zaffiro files
one side rough-grained
one side fine-grained

Art. 33204 (BS - BSC)
7”

Art. 33203 (BS - BSC)
6”

Art. 33202 (BS - BSC)
5”

Art. 33201 (BS - BSC)
3”

Art. 33207 (BSC)
7”

Art. 33206 (BS - BSC)
6”
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Art. 16217 (CVC)
carton FILE - large size
one side medium-grained - one side fine-
grained
length: 18cm - pack containing 6 pcs.

Art. 16203 (SH - CVC)
carton FILE - long
one side rough-grained - one side fine-grained
length: 17cm - pack containing 12 pcs.

Art. 16202 (SH - CVC)
carton FILE - small size
one side rough-grained - one side fine-grained
length: 12cm - pack containing 12 pcs.

Art. 13101 (BS - BSC)
steel FILE
2 differentiated abrasive sides - length: 9cm

Art. 16226 (CVC)
kit containing 3 nail ceramic files
differently grained
Green: fine-grained for polishing and finishing
Yellow: medium-grained for touch-up
Pink: rough-grained for rough-shaping
length: 15cm
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Art. 16252 (SHC)
two-sided file,“banana zebra”, grain: 180/180
Pack containing 12 pcs.

Art. 16216 (CVC)
7” file - two-sided, grain: 150/150

Art. 16224 (CVC)
7” file - two-sided, grain: 150/150

Art. 16235 (CVC)
7” file - two-sided,“zebra”,
grain: 180/180

Art. 16236 (CVC)
7” file - two-sided,“zebra”,
grain: 180/180

Art. 16251 (SHC)
two-sided file,“banana black”, grain: 150/150
Pack containing 12 pcs.

Art. 16250 (SHC)
two-sided black straight file, grain: 150/150
Pack containing 12 pcs.

Art. 16253 (SHC)
two-sided straight file,“zebra”, grain: 180/180
Pack containing 12 pcs.
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Art. 16242 (BSC)
steel - wooden handle - length: 22cm

Art. 16245 (BS - BSC)
wood - length: 12cm

Art. 35552 (CVC)
nail brush

Art. 20612 (BS - BSC)
retractable “Zaffiro” file + gouge-type hangnail
cutter

Art. 16209 (SH - CVC)
orange wooden sticks, pack containing 12 pcs.

Art. 16246 (BS - BSC)
wood - length: 16cm

Art. 16247 (BS - BSC)
wood - length: 22cm

Art. 16208A (SC - SCC)
wood - length: 15cm - pack containing 100
pcs.

Art. 16223 (CVC)
gouge-type hangnail cutter with rubber cuticle
pusher

Spatula
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Art. 20606 (BSC)
corn plane with blade
German inox

Multi-hole
rasp

Grater-rasp Corn plane
blade-holder

Art. 20607 (BL - BLC)
5-piece pedicure kit: soft-touch handle, grater-rasp, multi-hole
rasp, corn plane blade-holder, 10 Burgtor blades (packaged in
a transparent blister)

Art. 20601 (BS - BSC)
corn plane with blade
Burgtor - original by Muster

Art. 20614 (SC)
pack containing 10 SOLINGEN blades

Art. 16218 (BS - BSC)
corn plane with blade

Art. 20602A (SC)
pack containing 10 BURGTOR
blades by Muster
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Art. 28730 (BS)
fig. 34

Art. 28731 (BSC)
blade handle no. 4 - figures:
20-21-22-23-25-34

Art. 28732 (BSC)
blade handle no. 3 - figures:
10-11-12-13

Art. 28729 (BS)
fig. 24

Art. 28728 (BS)
fig. 23

Art. 28727 (BS)
fig. 22

Art. 28726 (BS)
fig. 21

Art. 28725 (BS)
fig. 20

Art. 28721 (BS)
fig. 10

Art. 28724 (BS)
fig. 13

Art. 28723 (BS)
fig. 12

Art. 28722 (BS)
fig. 11
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N°1

N°2

N°3

N°4

N°5

N°8

N°10

N°12

N°14

N°16

N°18

N°6

Special inox Müster gouges

Art. 28734 (BSC)

Art. 28735 (BSC)

Art. 28736 (BSC)

Art. 28737 (BSC)

Art. 28738 (BSC)

Art. 28739 (BSC)

Art. 28740 (BSC)

Art. 28741 (BSC)

Art. 28742 (BSC)

Art. 28743 (BSC)

Art. 28744 (BSC)
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Art. 28711 (BL)

Art. 28720 (BSC)
blade-holder handpiece

Art. 28745 (BL)

Disposable gouge blades

Art. 28712 (BL)

Art. 28713 (BL)

Art. 28714 (BL)

Art. 28715 (BL)

Art. 28716 (BL)

Art. 28717 (BL)

Art. 28718 (BL)

Art. 28719 (BL)

Art. 28746 (BL)

Art. 28747 (BL)

Art. 28748 (BL)

Art. 28749 (BL)

Art. 28750 (BL)

Art. 28751 (BL)

Art. 28752 (BL)

Art. 28753 (BL)

1

2

3

4

6

8

10

12

32 34 36 24

15

1

2

3

4

6

8

10

12

15

Extra
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Art. 16210 (CVC)
two-sided - differently grained

Abrasive files

Art. 16221 (CVC)
two-sided - differently grained

Art. 16222 (SH - CVC)
ceramic

Art. 16204 (SH - CVC)
colored abrasive sponge

Art. 16213 (SH - CVC)
alum foot-bath salts - 25g

Art. 16214 (CVC)
brush with pumice

Art. 16212 (CVC)
pumice with small cord

Art. 78303 (CVC)
pair of toe separators

Art. 16254 (SHC)
toe separator, pack containing 12 pcs.
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Callus rasp

Art. 20604 (BSC)
two-sided: grater-rasp + abrasive file

Art. 16230 (BSC)
grater-rasp - inox

Art. 16255 (BL - BLC)
two-sided - differently grained

Art 16256 (BL - BLC)
two-sided - differently grained
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S Art. 78701 (SH - SHC)

EXTRA ROLLY -TNT

Epilation

Art. 78712 (SH - SHC)
ROLLY BASIC -TNT

Art. 78707 (SC - SCC)
TOPTEX

Art. 78705 (SHC)
pack containing 20 pcs. 22cm strips

Art. 78706 (SH - SHC)
pack containing 50 pcs. 22cm strips

Art. 78713 (SH - SHC)
pack containing 100 pcs. 22cm
strips

Art. 78718 (SHC)
ROLLY RiP -TNT
Pre-cut 22cm
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Art. 16240 (SH - SHC)
wax-saving disc - pack containing 25 pcs.

Art. 16249 (SH - SHC)
wax-saving disc - pack containing 5 pcs.

Epilation

Art. 9743
Ø 0,075 mm - for very thin hairs
pack containing 50 disposable needles

Art. 16248 (SH - SHC)
spring with handle for wax jar

Gamma-ray

sterilized

Art. 16241 (SH - SHC)
wax-saving disc - pack containing 100 pcs.

Art. 9745
Ø 0,127 mm - for medium hairs
pack containing 50 disposable needles

Art. 9744
Ø 0,100 mm - for face hairs
pack containing 50 disposable needles

Art. 9746
Ø 0,150 mm - for long hairs
pack containing 50 disposable needles
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Kimono

Art. 21214 24 (SH - SHC)
disposable kimono -TNT. Blue
version. 1 pc./pack.

Art. 21214 34 (SH - SHC)
disposable kimono -TNT.White
version. 1 pc./pack.

Art. 21214 38 (SH - SHC)
disposable kimono -TNT.Azure
version. 1 pc./pack.
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Art. 21219 (SH - SHC)
pack containing 100 pcs. disposableTNT
shower cap. 1 pc./pack

Art. 21218 (SH - SHC)
pack containing 100 pcs. polyethylene
shower cap. 1 pc./pack

Art. 21220 (SH - SHC)
pack containing 100 pcs. disposableTNT band
4 elastics. 1 pc./pack

Art. 21221 38 (SH - SHC)
pack containing 100 pcs.TNT tanga for woman,
azure strip. 1 pc./pack

Art. 21221 13 (SH - SHC)
pack containing 100 pcs.TNT tanga for woman,
pink strip. 1 pc./pack

Art. 21222 (SH - SHC)
pack containing 100 pcs.TNT tanga for man, black.
1 pc./pack
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Art. 21229 (SH - SHC)
TNT bed covering
size: 90x220cm - with elastic

Art. 21215 (SH - SHC)
pack containing 50 couples of TNT
slippers
(packaged couple by couple)

Art. 21216 (SH - SHC)
pack containing 50 couples of TNT
slippers
(packaged couple by couple)

Art. 21217 (SH - SHC)
pack containing 25 couples
polyethylene flip-flop

Art. 78703 (SH - SHC)
disposable towels, EXTRA
approx. 45x75cm
pack containing 100 pcs.

Art. 78704 (SH - SHC)
disposable towels, EXTRA
approx. 45x75cm
pack containing 50 pcs.

Art. 78726 (SH - SHC)
disposable towels, EXTRA
approx. 40x70cm
pack containing 70 pcs.
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Art. 21223 (SC - SCC)
pack containing 50 pcs. mask with elastic

Art. 21224 (SH - SHC)
pack containing 100 pcs.“spun-lace” mask - face treatments

Art. 21230 (SH)
25 pre-cut pieces - size: 170x200H cm

Art. 21226 (SC - SCC)
pack containing 10 pcs. presso-therapy pants
with elastic
closed version -TNT - 1 pc./pack

Art. 21228 (SC - SCC)
pack containing 10 pcs. pants/presso-therapy pants
closed version -TNT - coupled - polyethylene - 1
pc./pack
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Art. 21212 (SH - SHC)
NON-TOXIC MUDTOWEL
(220x180cm) 1 pc./pack

Art. 29407 (SF)
transparent film for solarium
applications - 100m-roll - height: 60cm

Art. 13601 (SH - SHC)
80m-roll - height 45cm

Art. 223 (SH - SHC)
00m-roll - height 60 cm - double veil

Art. 78708 (SH - SHC)
100m-roll - height: 54cm - one veil
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Gloves

Art. 18817 (SC - SCC)
latex - small size - 100 pcs./pack

Art. 18818 (SC -SCC)
latex - medium size - 100 pcs./pack

Art. 18819 (SC - SCC)
latex - large size - 100 pcs./pack

Art. 21204 (SC - SCC)
disposable - PLT - 50 pcs./pack

Art. 18825 (SC - SCC)
vinyl - small size - 100 pcs./pack

Art. 18826 (SC - SCC)
vinyl - medium size - 100 pcs./pack

Art. 18827 (SC - SCC)
vinyl - large size - 100 pcs./pack

Art. 21210 (SH - SHC)
disposable - PVC - 100 pcs./pack
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Art. 78723 (SCC)
ROPE COTTON - 400g bag.

Art. 78724 (SH - SHC)
ROPE COTTON - “Müster” - 400g packet.

Art. 78720
REMOVED

Art. 78722 (SH - SHC)
COTTONWOOL - 500g packet.

Cotton

Art. 78725 (SH - SHC)
Make-up SPONGES, 80 pcs./pack.
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Art. 26246 (SH - SHC)
sponge pareo
sizes: M - L

Pareos & Slippers

50x90cm towels

Art. 26247 (SH - SHC)
sponge slippers
sizes: M - L

Art. 31200-34 (SH)
white

Art. 31200-03 (SH)
pearl gray

Art. 31200-24 (SH)
blue navy

Art. 31200-33 (SH)
black
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Art. 26242 (SHC)
UNIFORM
cotton - 3 pockets - zip-fastener and
embroidery - sizes: S - M - XL

Art. 26243 (SH - SHC)
UNIFORM
terital - 3 pockets - with button fastening -
embroidery - sizes: S - M - XL
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Art. 26245 (SH - SHC)
gabardine pants with elastic
sizes: S - M - XL

Art. 26244 (SH - SHC)
gabardine jacket - 3 pockets
with button fastening - embroidery
sizes: S - M - XL

Art. 30431 (SHC)
KIMONO
terital/cotton - long, with pockets
one size - white
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Chromotherapy

Remote control

Art. 118/L Désiré
Suggestive roof for Chromotherapy treatments.
LED technology (ecology system = low electrical
consumption)
Equipped with remote control allowing to fix the
Chromotherapy on primary colors or switch to the
sequential color change automatic program.
Complete with steel cord for suspension wire adjustment.

Size: 80x80cm
230V ~ 50 Hz
6,5W

Red
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What is the Chromotherapy?
According to modern physics, when we observe an object lit by a source of white light we are induced to attribute a
colour to it on the basis of the sensation that the eye receives.
The color of things should not, therefore, be understood as an exclusive property of single bodies but as something
that depends on three elements:
- the luminous source
- the object
- the eye

Psychologists and physicians agree that color is a visual sensation that is perceived when given electromagnetic waves
stimulate the retina.
The variety of the colors depends on the different wavelengths.
On breaking down a beam of white light by means of a prism, we obtain the fundamental colors: red, orange, yellow,
green, blue, indigo and violet: red, orange, yellow, green, azure, indigo and violet.

Color frequencies:
Light, in the seven colors that make it up, is visible radiant energy.
It travels through space in the form of vibrating waves and differ from one another on the basis of their wavelengths.
The human eye can only perceive radiations between 4000 and 8000 Å (Ångstroms).

Each range of wavelengths corresponds to a color and had a specific therapeutic action:
- RED: 620 nanometers
- ORANGE: 589 nanometers
- YELLOW: 551 nanometers
- GREEN: 512 nanometers
- BLUE: 475 nanometers
- INDIGO: 449 nanometers
- VIOLET: 423 nanometers

Below violet we find ultraviolet, and above red is infrared.The quantity of energy of each color is inversely proportional
to its wavelength.The higher the wavelength, the greater the penetration into the skin and the lower the charge of
energy will be.
So red is the color that penetrates most, then comes orange, then yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet.
Violet only reaches limited depths, however it infuses a large quantity of energy.

Orange Yellow Green

Blue Indigo Violet
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Expert interior decorators at your service!

For its creations, our design studio relies both on qualified interior
decorators and on sophisticated equipment: Photorealism, setting
quality: fashionable solutions for your Beauty Salon!

156
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A “dive” into the World of Beauty!

The large Showroom in Cerro Maggiore, just outside Milan, along the motorway that
links Milan with the Malpensa airport, offers a unique opportunity for a “dive” into the
world of beauty.

A world which Müster & Dikson knows well: with a surface of 3,000 square meters, the
Showroom displays solutions, appliances, equipment and room examples dedicated to
the universe of professional beauty and hairstyling.
Lights, colors and finishes complement the furnishings and seating to offer the most
unusual and diversified solutions, while the technical rigor of the appliances and their
attractive design leave no doubt about the quality and class of the salons designed by
the company.

A mission in which Müster & Dikson believes strongly and which turns into reality by
interpreting the requirements and wishes of its customers: indeed, the company uses its
forty-year long experience, together with the creativity of its architects and the
innovative professionalism of its technicians, to create a truly amazing mix!
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At the service of the beauty sector for over forty years, MÜSTER e DIKSON

SERVICE is a dynamic company, whose research schemes, manufacturing

programs and behavioral approach are designed to provide an increasingly

effective service, as well as a premium-quality product range.

Relying on modern production facilities, organized over 6 sites across a total

indoor area of 50,000 m2,  this highly-structured and active organization is

distinguished by a capillary management of the workload ensuring total integrity

and rapidity.

Established in Italy, where it is still based and meets with high customer

approval, the company operates also on an international level, exporting to

over 60 countries worldwide. These characteristics, as well as a dynamic sales

organization and capillary distribution, make MÜSTER e DIKSON SERVICE a

real cornerstone in the beauty industry.

TOOLS DIVISION
Consulting the catalogue
Most articles are packaged individually, as shown below.
Packages other than those shown cannot be requested.

SC
box

BL
blister

BLC
blister with bar code

BS
semi-rigid plastic packet

CV
header polybag

SH
plastic bag

SF
loose - unpacked article

SFC
loose - unpacked article 

with bar code

SHC
plastic bag with bar code

CVC
header polybag and bar code

BSC
semi-rigid plastic packet 

with bar code

SCC
box with bar code

WARNING. Müster e Dikson Service S.p.a. reserves the right, without prior notice, to remove any article shown in this catalogue, or to replace it with others having the same general features and quality.
Exact color matching of articles cannot be guaranteed. 

Where applicable, articles can be supplied in various types of packaging. Therefore several codes could appear
after the article number.

EXAMPLE Art 31309 ( CV - CVC ) 

article number packaged in header
polybag

the article is also available packaged
in header polybag and bar code

ATTENTION. Some article could show several types of packaging. In this case, you have to choose your preferred one.
If no selection is made, the first code after the article number in the catalogue will be used
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Via Cà Rossa 1 - 20023 Cerro Maggiore (Milano) Italy
Tel. 0331-525111 (r.a.) - Fax 0331-525359

e-mail: sales@muster-dikson.com - www.muster-dikson.com

Export Department
Tel. +39 0331-525111 (r.a.) - Fax +39 0331-519627

e-mail:export@muster-dikson.com
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